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A paper embodying the résulta of the experiments
upon monolayers of sulphonated dyes haa", since the compilation of
this thesis, been accepted for publication in the Journal of the 
Chemical Society under the title ^Studies in monolayers» Part V» 
Monolayer formation by sulphonated azo«dyes on water and aqueous 
solutions^ by A© Cameron and 0© H. Giles. (Paper No« 7/93-9)o
Some of the same work is also included', with results
of the work of some of the author's colleagues in a review now
appearing in the preprints of papers to be presented before the 
Ilnd International Congress on Surface-activity in London*, April 
l%7o ( Study of the Relationship between the Adsorption 
Properties of Dyes and their Photochemical Behaviour'*, by 0© H» 
Gileajk
PtflSFACS
Wool is generally dyed with aoid dyes (e.g© dyes containing 
snlphonate groups) under acid or in sotte eases neutral conditions «
In recent years a type of dy© has been developed which contains an 
attached alkyl chain, thus asking the dye surface active© These dyes 
('^arbolan" dyes, IoG qIo Ltd©) are of excellent washing fastness and 
good fastness to light© It was reported by loC©!©, however, that 
chaîna longer than about seriously decreased the light fastness 
of dyes, therefore these are not used© It was hoped by studying the 
spreading properties of this type of dye in monolsyers on water that 
some correlation night be obtained between these properties and the 
light fastness, which was being examined by another investigator in 
this laboratory© The results obtained were compared with fading 
results obtained for the same dyes on a protein (gelatine)©
Previous work in this laboratory has shown that a monolayer 
technique may be used to study the interactions of dyes and models of 
fibres© This work was continued by a study of the effect ©f dyes on 
Bonolayors of cellulose triacetate and proteins©
SUMMARY
The spreading properties of various sulplionsted dyes containing 
alkyl chains ha|(H>een studied, in nonolayers on water© It is found 
that when spread on water partial or complete solution of the monolayer 
ocourso On decreasing the solubility of the dyos, however, by spread» 
ing on concentrated solutions of inorganic salts condensed films are 
obtained for all dyes with a chain length of 12 carbons or over© Dyes 
containing short alkyl chains (loOo and under) generally do not form 
surface films, though with the larger sized molecules gaseous films are 
formed© Mixing of cetyltrlmethylammonium brouide with the dyes before 
spreading causes most of the short chain dyes, which do not form 
monolayers by themselves, to form a stable mixed filso
It has been found that dyes which are surfaoe»active (ioSo those 
dyes which form films without the aid of cetyltrlmethylammonium bromide) 
are often less fast to light than non=eurfa@@ active dyes© The inference 
is that the dyes which form stable monolayers at the air-liquid inter­
face also form monolayers when ads^^bed on a substrate© Those dyes 
which do not form surface films, on the other hand, are believed to 
form aggregates in the substrate© The monolayer^fozming dyes then 
expose a much larger solid-to-eir surface in the substrate, resulting 
in a decrease in light fastness© Thus the light fastness of a series 
of dyes depends to some extent upon their surface activity; those which 
fosm monolayers are often the most fugitive©
Cetyl acetate and aethyl»» and ethylsteaxyl ketones have been spread 
on aqueous solutions of various solutes© It is found that large dye 
molecules and aèdlun«>9ized bifunetional molecules expaxxi films of eetyl 
acetate, whereas the ketono filma remain relatively unaffectedo The 
dyes are believed to be bonded by both Van der Waals ° and polar forces 
whereas the bifunetional molecules are bonded mainly by polar forces 
and each molecule cross-links two film moleouleSd Cellulose triacetate 
films have also been studied© It is believed that when these are 
spread on water Incomplete breakdown of the micelles occurs and 
aggregates as well as a monolayer are formed© The dyes are found to 
expand these partially spread filas, and it is believed that the dyes 
have oufficiont affini^ to fora complet®s with the monolayer, but not 
enough to penetrate the micelles or aggregates by breaking the inter­
chain bonds© Substances which are strongly bonded to cellulose tri­
acetate, e.go urea, can :)enetmte the micelles by breaking Interchain 
bonds therein©
The attachment of the non-ionic so-oalled ^disperse® dyes to 
cellulose triacetate has been studied by similar isethods© A typical 
dye of this class, which is readily adsorbed by cellulose triacetate, 
when mixed with cellulose triacetate and spread as a mixed film gives 
no increase in the area of the film© It is suggested that the dye is 
oriented along the underside of the polymeric chains by polar and 
perhaps also by non-polar attraction©
S)
The effect of dyca on protein films was next studied© Acid dyes 
in acid solution expand these films but the expansion decreases with 
increase in and at pH 7o0 it approaches sere© These results were 
compared with the known adsorption properties of these dyes on wool, 
and it was found that the effect of pH is similar in both cases©
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GENERAL INTRODUCTION ©
The use of surface films of oil to protect ships from waves has 
been knovm since ancient times, but the actual study of these films 
vias not begun until 1891 when Fraulein Pockels^ found a method of 
handling them. A surface filn of oil was confined in a trough, filled 
to the brim with water, having a strip or * barrier** lying across it 
and resting on the surface. Tlie film could be compressed by moving 
this barrier and it was found that the surface behind the barrier was 
loft perfectly clean® Thus a means had been found, firstly to clean 
the surface of tlie water in the trough, and secondly to expand or com­
press surface filins © The manner in which the surface tension falls 
with decrease in area was investigatod and it was found that provided 
the area exceeds a certain critical value for a given quantity of oil, 
the surface tension is not perceptibly different from that of clean 
water© It was also shown that as the area diminishes below this 
critical amount the surface tension falls rapidly® In 1899 Rayleigh^ 
confirmed Frauloin Pockelh observations and contributed a most important 
idea to the theory of these films by suggesting that the critical point 
was one at which the molecules are crowded together, one molecule thick, 
touching each other ovei' the whole surfaceo
In 1917 Langmuir^ introduced new conceptions end experimental 
methods of great importance in the study of these films© A trough 
fitted with two barriers was used to measure the outward surface 
pressui'o of a film directly® The film was spread on the clean surface
between the barriers and the outward force F was measured for varying 
film areas© Pure substances of known constitution were used instead 
of ’oils' and the effect of varying their constitution was observed©
Solid substances, as veil as liquids, were spread by dissolving them 
in a volatile solvent, such as benzene, which evaporates a few seconds 
after spreading. The results were expressed as areas per molecule in 
sq© A for each surface pressure© The clearest results were obtained 
with films of normal saturated fatty acids and alcohols, which can stand 
lateral compression and give a very clearly marked critical area at which 
the surface pressure first appears© It was also shown that that as the 
area is decreased from large initial areas, no surface pressure is de­
tected till the area reaches 22 sq.A per molecule and at 20.5 sq.A the 
pressure increases rapidly with further decrease in area© The most 
striking fact found by Langmuir was that the length of the hydrocarbon 
chain makes no difference to the shape of the curve provided there are 
more than 14. carbon atoms, thou^ at very long chain lengths the finer 
details of the curve tend to be obliterated as the films are extremely 
rigid and do not yield readily to small lateral pressures. Since the 
area does not change with increase of chain length it shows that the 
molecules must be steeply oriented to the surface and at the same angle 
in all the films. It was first believed that the chains were vertical 
from the evidence of the films alone, but it was shovm later that this 
may not be the case.
These results, showing that the molecules are elongated and oriented
steeply to the surface, gave at once a great deal of information as to 
the forces around the molecules themselves© The alcohols and acids 
which form stable films have an OH or a COOH group at the end of the 
molecule and in the lover homologues these groups confer solubility 
on the whole molecule and are called hydrophil/ic or water-soluble 
groups© In the case of the fatty alcohols and acids these groups can­
not pull the whole molecule into the water, owing to the resistance of 
the long chains to immersion, and thus the substance spreads out as a 
monomolecular film on the surface© It can be seen, since long chain 
paraffins do not form surface films, that it is essential to have in the 
molecule a hydrophil/ic group as well as a hydrophobic chain and that 
the formation of stable monomolecular surface films may be regarded as 
solution of the end group of the molecule, the rest refusing to be im­
mersed© The lateral adhesion between the long chains probably assists 
to keep the molecules out of the water by causing them to pack side by 
side© This adhesion certainly is the main factor in keeping the molecules 
together as a coherent film, which shows no appreciable surface pressure 
beyond 22 sq.A©
Langmuir also studied adsorbed surface films of shorter chain, 
slightly soluble, acids and found these gave ’gaseous ’ films in \hich 
the molecules move about separately and lie flat on the surface instead 
of being steeply oriented as in the case of coherent films© It was pre­
dicted that, as the chain length increased, transitional phenomena would 
be found between the coherent films of long chain insoluble fatty substances
and the gaseous absorbed films of soluble fatty substances, which would 
be analogous to the evaporation and critical phenomena of liquids and 
vapours in three dimensions©
In 1926 Schofield and Rideal^ showed that as the length of the 
hydrocarbon chains in soluble fatty acids increases so does the lateral 
adhesion between the molecules in gaseous films until the hydrocarbon 
chain contains twelve carbon atoms where there is almost enough lateral 
adhesion to form a coherent film. Adam and Jessop^ in the same year, 
using a new sensitive insti*ument for measuring surface pressures, were 
; able to trace in detail the transition between gaseous and coherent 
films and found that there is a very close resemblance between these 
transitions and the condensation of three dimensional gases to liquids.
Further complexities in the coherent type of film were found by 
Langmuir and were further investigated by Labrouste^, Adam and others. 
They showed that there frequently exists a coherent ’expanded® state in 
insoluble surface films of fatty substances intermediate in the area 
between the very closely packed condensed films and gaseous films.
Several other methods of examining surface films have been studied 
and the most important of these is the measurement of surface potentials. 
It had been known for some timo that surface films affect the contact 
potential between the liquid and air, but it was not until 1924 that this 
was first measured These measurements were continued by Frumkin^ and 
in 1931 Schulman and Rideal^ made a detailed study of several types of 
insoluble films and compared surface potentials over a large range of
areas o The work has been continued by Rideal, Schulman and Hughes 
and also by dam and others.
It is now a common practice to measure surface pressures and surface 
potentials simultaneously, which is most useful, especially in giving 
infoim&tion as to the hoznogenity of a film and in tracing the course of 
chemical reactions in films. It also affords qualitative information 
as to the orientation of polar groups in the molecules to the surface <f 
the water.
, Freundlich et alo^^ Bouhet^, and other workers have described 
apparatus for measuring the ellipticity of li^t reflected from surfaces 
covered with monolayers* The nature of the reflected light depends on 
the structure of the surface films, but owing to the difficulties of 
interpreting the results in terms of molecules and their orientation, 
this approach has so far not made a great contribution to the elucidation 
of the structiu’e of surface films.
In 1930 another method of examining surface films was introduced by 
Zocher and Stiebel^^ and later modified by Adam^ -^ . A powerful dark- 
ground illuminator of the cardioid type, fixed in the bottom of the 
trough, was focussed sharply on the water surface. A monomolecular film 
spread on the surface scatters no light under these conditions and appears 
dark; any unspread material, however, shows up as^a brightly illuminated 
region, different in appearance to dust particles which invariably settle 
on the surface. Althou^ this method yields no information as to the 
structure of the films, it As a valuable accessory technique in that it
reveals whether or not the film is properly spread©
^ h e  most recent method of investigating the structure of mono- 
layers is by electron microscopy  ^ o Monolayers of synthetic linear 
polymers (nylon, cellulose acetate and polyvinyl alcohol) have been 
studied by this method and at low pressures it was found that the 
monolayer consists of winding microfibrils © Compression of the film
shows the production of a large number of microfibrils oriented at 
rig^t angles to the direction of compressiono Further compression 
causes Visible striations on the film©
(1) Insert the following paragraph after the first line of 
page 6 »
Another Important method of studying the properties 
of surface films is by the measurement of surface viscosity © 
This property was first measured quantitatively by Joly and
18 SDervlchieux and is dependent upon the number of film mole- 
cules per uait area of surface and also upon the orientation 
and attractive forces between them» An important application 
has recently been found for surface viscosity measurements in 
the study of interactions between film molecules and substances 
dissolved in the underlying liquid » It has been shown(123,155) 
that when a oi-ossllnking network is formed by polyfunotlonal 
adsorbato molecules interacting with the film molecules, e»g. 
the interaction between collagen monolayers and tannic acid, 
large increases in the surface viscosity occur»
TYPES OF SURFACE FILMS o 
It has now been established that a number of forms of surface 
films can exist and it has been shown that the type of film depends to 
a great extent on the lateral adhesion between the molecules^ The 
present research was concerned mainly with condensed and liquid==expanded 
films although some of the results obtained would indicate the formation 
of gaseous films « The most important types are condensed, liquid-» 
expanded and gaseous filmso 
Condensed Films @
These are the most importauat filmso The molecules in these films 
have a great amount of lateral adhesion and if the surface is greater
than can be covered by the adhering molecules a two phase system results
which is detectable by surface potential measure­
ments »
With condensed films the following type of 
forcG-area curve is obtained« (Figol)«
In some cases XY and YZ both occur, in 
others only one portion is obtained« For 
straight alkyl chains at zero compression the 
area at Y® is always 20 o 5 sq«A^^ while the 
area at X® may extend over 30 sq@Ao Numerous 
attempts to draw analogies between the two 
dimcntional condensed films have been made, and
F
k
it has been suggested that the regions YZ and YX correspond to the solid
8,
and liquid states respectively©
17Adams suggested that the two parts XY and YZ can be attributed
to close-packed heads and close-packed chains respectively© Lyons
18and Rideal supposed that the chains are inclined at an an^e of 
26©5^  or 45^ to the vertical, since this tilt would allow the chains 
to interlock© If the cfoss-sectional area of the alkyl chain is taken 
as 18© 5 sq©A^^, the interlocking position gives areas of 20©7 sq«A and 
26©2 sq©Ao for X8 and Y® respectively© Adam^g however, pointed out 
that althou^ there may be some evidence for the first interlocking 
position there is none for the second© The question is still open 
as to whether the area of 20©5 sq©A© for the films of close-packed 
chains, is due to the chains being packed exactly as in crystals at a 
tilt of 26©5°, or to the chains being vertical aid packed less closely 
owing to tho influence of water molecules© With regard to the XY 
portion, it was shown that this gives a measure of the cross-sectional 
area of the hoed groups as packed in films, and that they can be divided 
into two groups according to whether or not they are rearranged by 
compression© Those with high compressibility, e©g© fatty acids on 
acid solution, belong to the first class and those with much lower 
compressibilities, o©g© phenols and ureas belong to the second©
Schulman and Hughes^ have criticised the concept of head compression 
along XY on the basis of surface potential measurements© They found 
that the vertical component of the apparent dipole moment remains 
almost constant throughout tiiis region, and suggested that the
9o
compression along XY is due to expulsion of solvent molecules, oriented 
between the polar groups, into the substrate.
Derivichian^^ has drawn very close analogies between monolayers 
and three-dimensional matter, and claimed that the lattice structure 
and tilt of the molecules in the different forms are the same in two 
and three dimensions. Alexander^^ has criticised this theory severely 
by pointing out, among other things, that if it was correct then solid 
substances at room temperature should also give condensed monolayers; 
this, however, is known to be incorrect in mazy cases© He supported the 
view^ that in the YZ region the long chains are close-packed but not 
as tightly as in tho crystalline state, being vertically arranged in all 
cases o Amongst other data he showed that the surface moment of condensed 
films of ethyl stearate requires vertically oriented c h a i n s H e  
also maintained that the structure in the more compressible region, XY, 
is a composite effect depending upon both the packing of the lydroearbon 
chains and on the packing of the heads© Condensed monolayers were 
classified according to the factors which are primarily responsible for 
limiting the area of X, these ares®
(a) The Size of the Head Group.
In many cases the sis© of the head group is responsible for the 
area at zero compression. Substances containing head groups which 
would be expected to be large, from the constitutional formula, usually 
give films with large areas at zero compiression©
3jO©
This is believed to be a factor in limiting the area of un­
substituted fatty acids, ureas, amides and others© In certain cases 
where hydrogen bonding was expected, but prevented by steric factors, 
a bond through a water molecule was postulated^©
(c) Packing of the Chains©
This is believed to be the deciding factor in the case of cis® 
and trans-unsaturated compounds, methyl ketones and others in d&ich 
attractive forces between the head groups are unlikely.
Alexander concluded that the limiting area of compounds having 
chains of 14 - 30 carbon atoms depends upon the film taking up a 
configuration of minimum energy, which is determined by the orientation 
of the dipole moment and also by the packing of the chains©
GASEOUS FILMS.
These are the simplest type of films and ideally consist of 
molecules of negligable size having no latei*al adhesion but being 
attracted by the water surface© The theoretical behaviour of these 
films can readily be calculated and is closely approached in some cases© 
0?he film is considered to consist of molecules lying flat on the surface 
and moving at random© The surface pressure is due to continuous 
collisions between the moving film molecules and the floating barrier©
In the evidence outlined by Msm^? to show that molecules of tiis 
type lie flat on the surface, it was pointed out that it is often possible 
to convert a coherent film into a gaseous one by introducing a second
H o
hydrophilic group some distance from the first, e.go
H400Co(CH2)i1oC00C;^^
Adam and Jessop^ have shown that for an ideal gaseous film,
FA s KFo (K is the gas constant).
This may be compared to the gas equation (PV = RT) and the proof follows 
that for the ordinary gas laws veiy closelyo
LIQUID-EXPANDED FILMS.
This type has properties intermediate between those of the gaseous 
and the condensed films and is often found with long chain aliphatic 
substances. Langmuir *s explanation is generally accepted for the 
properties of these films, in particular the fact that the limiting 
area does not correspond to any definite orientation of the molecules, 
but is intermediate between that of the molecules standing upri^t aid 
lying f].ato
P_R E P A R  A T_I 0 N A N D  P U R I F I C A T I O N
O F
C O M P O U N D S .
12.
PREPARATION AND PURIFICATION OF COMPOUNDS ©
Most of the compounds used in this work had to be prepared md/or 
purified and the methods used are described below©
PREPARATIONS.
Cetvl acetate.
Dry hydrogen chloride was bubbled through a mixture of cetyl 
alcohol (0©3 molej and glacial acetic acid (0.6 mole©). The mixture 
was then heated for several hours on a water bath© The acetate was 
then isolated from the reaction mixture by vacuum distillation.
B©p© 200%o,15mm© M.p© 22®Co
This was prepared by the method used by Gilmgin and Nelson^© 
Powdered cadmium chloride (0©16 mole©) was stirred gradually into 
an ice-cold ether solution of methyl magnesium bromide (prepared from 
magnesium (0©35 mole© ) and ethyl bromide (0©3 mo3.e©) ) and stirring 
was continued for 30 minutes© Stearoyl chloride was then added 
gradually, at first in ether (0©05 mole© in 40 c.c© ) and then undiluted 
(0©l6 mole©)© Stirring was continued for one hour in the cold and for 
two hours on a boiling water bath© Crushed ice was then carefully 
added to the reaction mixture followed by water and sufficient sulphuric 
acid to dissolve the white precipitate which was formed. The ether 
layer was then removed, washed with alkali, then with water, and 
evaporated to dryness. The white solid residue was heated with con® 
centrated aqueous sodium hydroxide solution, cooled and separated by
13c
filtration; it was finally redissolved in ether and washed with water© 
The residue after evaporation of the ether was recrystallised from 
ethanol©
Colourless crystals, M.p© 53@C©
Stearvl methyl ketone.
Agaric acid (IX) gmo) and sulphuric add (IQO o.c.,8.G. 1@84) were 
heated on a water bath for an hour, cooled in ice and then mixed with 
2 litres of water© The mixture was extracted with ether and then the 
ether extract was shaken with aqueous potassium carbonate solution 
and filtered© The ether was then removed by distillation and the 
residue dissolved in ethanol© This solution was then decolourised 
with charcoal and recrystallised several times from ethanol.
Colourless plates, M©p© 56% ©
p-Cetylaniline ©
Cetyl alcohol (l mole.}, aniline (l mole©), aniline hydrochloride 
(Oo3 mole.) and zinc chloride (0.66 mole.) were heated together at 
270%© for 10 hours, while the water formed was allowed to distil off, 
and thereafter for a further 12 hours^© The product, a dnc chloride 
double salt, was cooled, broken up and heated for 4 hours with 50% 
aqueous sodium hydroxide. The oil thus formed was dissolved in ether, 
washed with dilute hydrochloric acid, then with water and dried over 
calcium chloride. The ether was then distilled off and the dry oil 
distilled in vacu^o©
BoP© 240^0©, 11 mm©
u<
g-Cetyloniline#, acid.
S^etylaniline (Ool mole.) is insoluble in hydrochloric acid and 
the diazotisation was carried out with a finely divided suspension of 
the hydrochloride. The suspension was placed in an ice-bath and ice 
was added to the mixture followed by bydroc?hloric acid (75 c.c. of 3l)o 
Sodium nitrite (100 c.c. of 2H solution) was then added dropwise with 
constant stirring until most of the material had dissolved© Any un­
dissolved pieces were then removed by filtration©
This solution was then coupled with R acid (0.1 mole.) dissolved 
in sodium hydroxide (lOO c.c. of N). The dye was precipitated on
coupling and was then filtered and washed with benzene to remove any
-unreacted amine© It was then recrystallised from water© 
p«*Butylaniline ^ N-acetyl H acid.
This dye was prepared by coupling diazotised g-butylaniline \dbh 
acetyl H acid. The g-butylaniline was diazotised in the manner 
described for the diazotisation of aniline^©
Acetyl H acid was prepared by dissolving H acid (O.l mole.) in
200 c.c. of water at 50%. containing 6 @n. of sodium carbonate.
Acetic anhydride (17 gn. ) was then added over a period of 15 minutes 
with vigorous stirring. Ckmplete acétylation of the amino group 
in the H acid took place, but simultaneously the hydr&aqrl group wets 
also partly acetylated© When acétylation was complete sodium carbonate 
(25 gm. ) was added and the mixture heated for one hour at 98%. This
hydrolyses the acetyl group on the oixygen but does not attack the acetyl<»
15.
amino group* This solution was then used for the coupling reaction* 
The dye was then salted out and reczystallised from water* 
jg-Aminoazobenzene acid*
This dye was prepared hy diazotising p-aminoazobenzene and 
coupling it with R acid.
g-Aminoazobenzene is insoluble in hydrochloric acid and the 
diazotisation was carried out with a finely divided suspension of the
> t <hydrochloride* ^Aminoazobenzene (O.l mole* ) was ground to a fine 
powder in a mortar and hydrochloric acid ( 50 c.c. of solution) was 
added* The mixture was then ground to a fine paste and transferred 
to a filter flask* The flask was placed in an ice-bath and ice was 
also added to the mixture, followed by 75 c.c® of 2Î hydrochloric acid* 
Sodium nitrate (100 c.c® of N solution) was then added dropwise with 
constant stirring until all the material had gone into solution, any 
undissolved lumps being removed by filtration®
This solution was then coupled with R acid (0*1 mole*) dissolved 
in sodium hydroxide (200 c.c* of N solution)*
The dye was then salted out and re crystallised twice from water, 
after which a sample solution was run down an alumina column to check 
its homogei^ty®
PURIFICATION OF D3MP0UNDS.
Commercial Dyes*
All other dyes used were purified from commercial samples and 
unless otherwise stated were treated as follows* .The cjye was dissolved
l6o
in water and then salted out; it was then recxyfltallised several times 
from water and analysed*
AH««Etfaarlhydroxyethyl-A^ -nitro«>2^ *°chloroazGl)engene»
The commercial sample of this disperse dye was extracted with 
benzene in a Soxhlet extractor* The extract was then concentrated 
and the dye recrystallised from benzene* The dye was then again 
recrystallised twice from benzene and dried at 60%*
AN«Æthylethyl sodium sulphate A' -nitroazobenzene*
The commercial sample of this sulphato-ester dye was extracted 
with acetone id a f^oxhlet extractor and reciystallised from acetone 
several times*
Pyridine*
The pyridine used was pmrified by distillation and the fraction 
with b«po 115% *  collected*
Benzoquinone.
Crude benzoquinone was placed in an evaporating basin covered 
with a filter funnel and heated* The benzoquinone sublimed and the 
pure material solidified on the sides of the funnel*
PURE COMPOUNDS*
The following substances used were either Analar or purified 
reagents
ethylene glycol I^^dipyridyl casein
benzene sulphonic acid mesaconic acid barium chloride
urea lydroquinone sodium chloride(quinol )sucrose cupric chloride
17.
ESTIMATION OF DTES^^.
All dyes which were prepared err recrystallised from coimnercial 
samples, were estimated by reducing them to colourless substances 
using titanous chloride and thou^i the principle was the same in every 
case the technique vEuried depending on the properties and structure of 
the dye.
When an azo dye is titrated with titanous chloride the following 
reaction takes place:**»
RolWoR: 4X1013 + 4HC1 = 4TiCl^ ♦ + R'NH^
Thus each azo group requires four equivalents of titanous chloride. 
The titanous chloride solution was always standardised before each 
estimation by titration against a standard ferric ammonium sulphate 
solution using potassium thiocyanate as indicator and the dye estimated 
by one of the following methods:-
(a) If the dye was soluble in water and not precipitated by 
hydrochloric acid then a 1^ dye solution was prepared and a known 
volume transferred to a conical flask containing 3D c.c® of concentrated 
hydrochloric acid® The solution was then boiled and carbon dioxide was 
bubbled through to exclude air. The dye solution was then titrated with 
titanous chloride until the colour disappeared® From the volume of 
titanous chloride used the purity of the dye could be calculated.
(b) If the dye was soluble in water but was precipitated by the
iBo
addition of hydrochloric acid, then the estimation was carried out using 
Rochelle salt instead of hydrochloric acid, the procedure being the same 
as in (a).
(c) If the dye was not soluble in water then it was dissolved in 
glacial acetic acid and again the estimation was carried out in exactly 
the same way as in (a), only without the addition of hydrochloric acido
The only dye of this type employed was Acid Magenta and the 
method used was exactly the same as (b) for azo dyes* In this 
case, however, the dye is not split into two compounds but forms 
a colourless leuco-compound»
SOÿln
211013
Thus in this case only two equivalents of titanous chloride are 
required for each dye moleculeo
LST OF COMFOUNtPS USED.
1. LONG CHAIN COMPOUNDS, ^excluding dyes)
COMMEPQAL NAME. FORMULA. CHEMICAL NAME.
Cctyl occtotc C ^H jgO C O .C H , Hexodccyi occtatc
C.TA.B. Br Cctyl tr i methyl ommcnium bromide
Stcoryl m e th y lk fto n *. S ?  ^  C0 .CH3 Heptodecyl methyl ketone
Steoryl ethyl ketone. Heptodecyl ethyl Ketone.
2. WES.
COMMERCIAL NAME. FORMULA CHEMICAL NAME.
PInocyonol.
C l No. 808
I.l! Diethyl-Slrepto- monovinyl cne- 
2 2 *quinocyQn(ne.
Solway Blue.
C l.No.l054.
i5-Di hydroKyrgA-ditulphonlc 4 8 -  
diomino-onthroquinone.
Acid Mogento.
C.I.No.692.
\ ) S Q , N 0
N 0 0 > -----^N H,1 '  1
Diomino.di suiphomc t  hyl- 
fushonimonium sulphoie.
2.DYES cDftl.
COMMERCIAL NAME FORMULA CHEMICAL NAME.
Azogcronlnc O.No-31 y--V HO NHCOCH,o - ' - n n
anilineocctytom ino Snqphthoi- 
3.6.dl»ulphonotc.
pButyonilinc -»o%Hacid
NO SOjV ^ A ^ S O jNo
4 buty(anilinc-» locetylamke) — 
8nophthol3U&dl — 
eulphonote
pDodccylanitin*#AcH acid c „ » „ Q “- ~ r V T ^N o S O jk . / k . ^ S O /J a
4 dodecykinlinc ^loogtylom lno— 
8nophthol3 ^  
disulphonotc.
pCctjrionilinc —» P odd .
/ t  \_/
--'so. No
4hcxadccylanRn»^2 naph thd— 
36dku|phonate
p Dodccylonilinc -» R odd
/--\ "9--
SO,NO
Adodocylaninnc ->2nophthoi 3 8 -  
disulphonotc
OronQc 1 C l. No. 1901
”9“aNoSO ,( ) N = N (  \ ■ulphonllic odd -> 2 nophthol
Dispcrtol 1 4Nethyl.hydro>(yethyl-4^rtltro -  
2 *cNoro- 0X0  benzene.
Sulphoto>csUr 1 4Nelityi •od.ethyl «ulphotx* 4^— nltro^xo benzene.
2 DYES corn.
COMMERCIAL NAM& FORMULA CHEMICAL 74 AM E
Poncaou SS CiNa2S3. 4^Am inoozobcittcnc-» 2fX)phthol *36 ' 
disulphonctc.
Ponccou6 PB CjJMa206 2'30imcthyf’4tulphonic<Bobcm«n« — * 2 nophohol-8 sulphonatc.
S A I - C H j
R Q
R— C------ C — y SQM
« I
\ / ^ 0H
2 HydroK y-AMipho-lnophlhytamlM 
— » l(<phcnoxy>3lsulpho) phenyl-3- 
methyl-5-pyrazolone.
SAL
R
^ 7 ^ 3 6
2Hydroxy4«ulpho-l-naphthylomine 
— » l($pheno*y 3l*ulpho) phenyl'3- 
heptodecyl-5- pyrorolone
SA2 -C H g
R
CH3 R— C— ■ C — N "N ^  
N C.V0
Sulphonllic ocid —*  lphenyl-3methyl- 
Spyrozolone.
SA2.
R
Sulphanillc odd -^lphenyl-3-hepta -  
dtcyl-5-pyraaolonr
3. OTHER COMPCXJNOS.
NAMe FORMULA.
Mcsaconic acid
HOOC-C-CH3
H-C-COOH
ethylene glycol
CHjOH
CH^OH
Benzene sulphonic acid Q « 0 , h
UrcQ CO — N
22*0ipyrldyl
Hydroquinonc H O ^  ^O H
Benzoquinone
Pyridine 0
a,
PREPARATION! OF SOLUTIONS,
(a) Solutions of Film FoiroinFr Substances#
The film forming substances used in this work were all spread 
from solution. The solvents varied but where possible water immiscible 
solutions were prepared. In all cases except casein, ca. 15 mgm. of 
the material was weighed accurately and dissolved in 25 c.c. of the solvent 
Material, Sg^ent,
Cetyl acetate Benzene
Stearyl methyl ketone Benzene
Stearyl ethyl ketone Benzene
Cellulose triacetate Chloroform
Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide VJater,ethanol and benzene mix«>bur8. (volo ratio l;2:2)o Sulphcnated dyes. Water,ethanol and benzene mix­ture. (vol. ratio l:2:2)o
Casein s o l u t i o n s 0.1 gm. of casein was shaken with 25 c.c. of
water in a sealed tube for 24 hours at 40®C® in a thermostato
In all cases two solutions wore prepared to eliminate any errors in
vxeighingo
(b) Substrate Solutions.
Aqueous solutions were used in all cases and were prepared by diss­
olving the required amount of material in one litre of distilled water.
The pH of the solutions was adjusted in the case of protein films using 
acetate buffers and in Section %  by the addition of the minimum amount 
of hydrochloric acid or sodium hydroxide. A blank buffer solution was
24»
always used in conjunction with the buffered dye solution so that 
variation in film area could only be attributed to the effect of the dye, 
In Section 2 the ionic strength of the underlying solution was very 
important and would have been affected by the use of buffers o
iAPPARATUS
ARD
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE.
'% 'I
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SURFACE PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS.
Surface films are usually studied by measuring the surface 
pressure and/or surface potential of the film at various film areas®
The apparatus used for measuring surface pressure is generally a 
modified form of the original film balance designed by Langmuir® The 
balance used in the present work incorporates several innovations and is 
described below.
Construction of the Apparatus®* ■ I .----------- --■ M urrTr^rT— ^~TI ■ ■■»
The film balance originally used was one similar to that used ty 
A l e x a n d e r I t  was later decided to construct a new device for 
measuring the pressure on the barrier, using a balancing system instead 
of the torsion wire. This, in principle, is similar to a balance 
constructed by Allan and Alexander^^ for measuring low surface pressures, 
only in this case the balancing system is of much more robust construe™ 
tion calculated to give a pressure range similar to that previously 
obtained with the torsion wire. (Diagram l)®
The construction of the balance head is shown in Diagram 2; it 
consists of a brass block into which two agate knife-edges (C) are 
clamped by a brass plate (3). A mirror (C) is also fitted into the 
block. The calibration and counterpoise arms (F and A) are fitted
by inserting a thin brass rod through the block, the former having
a notch 5 <sn<> from the knife-edges and the latter carrying a brass 
counterpoise which can be screwed along the arm© A small brass block
'2b,
carrying a brass rod, bent as shown, is fitted to the centre of the 
undersido of the block and to the ends of this rod are brazed heavy 
platinum wires which pass through holes drilled in the floating 
Teflon (polytetrafluoroetbyleno) barrier (E). The balance head is 
fitted to the balance shoim in Diagram 1©
It has been found that this method of measuring surface pressure 
has several advantages over the single torsion wire previously used, e.g.
(a) The balance head can be easily removed, which facilitates the 
removal of the floating barrier for cleaning © Before the Teflon 
floating barrier was introduced a duralurainiua barrier was used 
and was attached to the balance head directly. In this case 
the bai'rier was removed simply by lifting off the balance head.
(b) The sensitivity remains very nearly constant.
(c) The parts do not require renewing: Previously the torsion 
wire requJ-red to be replaced periodically®
(d) The sensitivity of the balance con be easily altered, if 
required, by addition of weights below the level of the Icnife™ 
edges.
The USD of plastics in construction of film balances is now common 
practice and both perspex and Teflon^^ have been used. The material 
used in the construction of this balance is polythene which has been 
found most satisfactoiy© It is very similar to paraffin wax in 
structure and properties, and since it is water repell^t does not
27o
require to be waxed®
A block of polythene x x was milled out to give the 
following internal dimensions, S-J" x x and then bolted to a 
brass plate to make it rigid.
The movable barrier is also of polythene and consists of a strip 
of this material (9” x % :^) bolted to a brass strip (9** x -f” x 
The heads of the bolts are countersunk and heavily coated with paraffin 
wax. This barrier can be moved along the trou^ by a screw mechanism 
which enables it to be operated from outside the aluminium case enclosing 
the film balance.
The floating barrier is made of Teflon (3” x x l/l6"), chosen 
for its water repellent end heat resistant properties. It is also 
more rigid than polythene and thus requires no reinforcement. To 
allow the balance head to be fitted, two holes were drilled in the 
barrier inches apart.
Threads.
Polythene threads were used to attach the floating barrier to the 
trough. These were made by heating a piece of polythene over a very 
small flame and quickly drawing it apart.
The pressure exerted by the film on the floating barrier is measured 
ty an optical lever as shown in Diagram 3, consisting of a light source 
(L), two biconvex lenses, and two mirrors, one of which is fitted into 
the balance head. The image of the light source is focussed on the
28,
mirror in tho balance head by the two biconvex lenses placed 4 cm* 
apart; it is then reflected first to mirror (A), and then to a centi­
metre wall scale placed 1 metre distant from (A). Thus any small 
movements of the balance head are greatly magnified on the wall scale®
Calibration Weights.
Tho calibration weights were phosphor-bronze rings wej^ing 0.1 ga®, 
0.075 gm@ and 0*05 gm® These were made from phosphor-bronze wire and 
were checked periodically against standard weights.
The following procedure was adopted for each experiment
(l) 2EâEiasêMj3îL^OMJâiMS®
Tgouah and Movable Barrier.
The trough and movable barrier were cleaned with benzene after 
each experiment and then, after checking that all bolt heads were 
well coated with paraffin wax, were thoroughly washed with distilled 
water®
Periodically the bolt heads were rewaxed, but any other waxing 
was unnecessary.
The duraluminiua barrier used in the earlier part of the work 
was cleaned and rewaxed after each experiment® Periodically the 
mica strip attached to the underside by collodion adhesive to prevent 
metallic contact with the solution became detached and required to be 
renewed.
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The Teflon barrier now used, requires much less attention and only 
cz fcttneeds^cleaned with benzene and washed with distilled water after each 
experiment®
Attachment of the Floating Barrier to the Trough.
Polythene threads were attached to the edges of the floating 
barrier and trough (as shown in Diagram 4), using paraffin wax. New 
threads were used for each experiment.
(2) Cleaning the Surface.
The movable barrier was moved to within 1 cm. of the floating 
barrier. The solution was then introduced behind the movable 
barrier until it was level with the edges of the trough. The threads 
were then carefully inspected to check that they were lying on the 
surface and tliat there were no gaps through which leakage of the film 
could occur.
The surfaces between the barriers and behind the floating barrier 
were then carefully cleaned with a suction pump, the solution level 
being kept constant by additions behind the movable barrier. ' The 
movable barrier was then drawn back, sweeping any surface contamination 
before it and leaving a clean surface between the barriers.
(3) Surface Contamination,
The cleanliness of the surface was then tested. This was done 
by reducing the area of the cleaned surface by three-quarters. The 
surface was assumed clean if a pressure of less than 0.1 dynes/cm. 
was developed.
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(4) of_ the Inatnment.
After the surface was clean the barrier was again retracted and 
the instrument was calibtratedc This had to be carried out to ascertain 
the relationship between movement on the wall scale and dynes/cm. 
pressure on the float* C^ibration weights were hung on the notch 
on the calibration arm and the corresponding deflections on the wall 
scale noted. From these readings the sensitivity of the instrument
V twas calculated.
(5) Spreading of the Film*
The material was dissolved in a suitable solvent (page 23) and 
spread by ejecting a known volume of the solution on to the surface 
using an Agla Micrometer Syringe (Burroughs Wellcome & Co.). This 
instrument is now in general use for measuring accurately small volusies 
of solutions and is graduated to deliver aiy volume of solution up 
to 0.5 c.c®, accurate to 0*0002 c©c©
A few minutes were allowed to elapse before compression of the film 
to allow the solvent to evaporate.
(6) Compression of the Film.
The film was compressed by moving the movable barrier towards the 
float and readings on the wall scale, at different values of surface area 
were taken. Hence by knowing the amount of material spread on the surface 
the area occupied by each molecule can be csdculated. The pressure at 
different molecular areas can süLso be calculated from the deflections 
on the wall scale and a force-area curve can be constructed.
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(?) Detection of, Leakage®
Leakage past the harriers and threads is apparent by a rapid 
fall in the pressure* The position of leakage can be detected by 
dusting fine powder on to the surface behind the float in the vicinity 
of the threads and noting the movement of the powder on increasing
the pressure*
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SURFACE POTENTIAL MEASUREMENTS*
Chemical reactions in monolayers are 
generally carried out by measuring the _
surface pressure and surface potential 
simultaneously.
The arrangement normally I
used for surface potential 
measurements is shown in figure 2
1
E
k
A (the air electrode) is an insulated metal wire which is held 
just above the surface of the liquid in the trough and is connected 
to the electrometer unit E® B (the reversible electrode) is a calomel 
half-cell dipping into the solution in the trough.
The main difficulty in the measurement of air-liquid potentials 
is that the air is normally non-conducting. This difficulty is over­
come by ionising the air -gap hy coating the tip of the air electrode 
with a radioactive material, such as polonium; even so the air-gap 
still has a high resistance and thus the measurement of e.m.f® requires 
the use of an electrometer unit®
icThe arrangement thus constitutes a complex electrolyte cell with 
two electrolytes, the liquid in the trough and the ionised air, and three 
surfaces namely the reversible electrode in the liquid, the air-liquid 
surface and the surface of the air-electrode® The potential difference 
of the Mir-liquid surface is the only one which can be altered by the
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presence of an insoluble surface film and hence by measuring the eom.fo 
of the cell before and after spreading the film, the surface potential of 
the film can be measured®
METHODS USED FOR MEASURING SURFACE POTENTIALS®
Two methods using d®c® electrometer units were employed for 
measuring surface potentials. The first incorporating a triode valve 
was not completely satisfactoiy as the circuit was unstable. Hence it 
was decided to construct another unit containing a balanced double 
tetrode® Unfortunately it was not until near the end of this work 
that the second unit was completed and only preliminary tests were 
carried out®
MetfeoOg.. Triode Blectrometer.
Censtructlon of tho Apparatua.
The circuit used originally was that designed fcy Adam and 
Harding^^ incorporating a triode valve (Diagram 5)»
The electrometer unit and the Langmuir trough were enclosed in 
separate aluminium earthed cases® The potential of the air electrode 
was transmitted to plate A of the valve, via Y, by a polythene-insulated 
screened cable® E was a mercury switch in which the contacts 
wore well insulated by paraf fin wax® This switch allowed A to be 
connected to either the guard ring or the standard cell and potentiometer 
Po The air electrode was a platinum wire coated with polonium fitted 
into a brass holder containing an aluminium window. The non-polaris able 
electrode was a calomel half-cell and was connected to the electrometer 
unit through X®
34o
the Inatrumerybe
The potentiometer P was calibrated in the normal fashion using 
a standard cell® The switch E was set to position 1 (ièe« joining 
plate A  to G*R. ) and the current through the galvanometer was balanced 
out using Rc3® Readings of the galvanometer were calibrated in terms 
of potential on the plate by switching to position 2 (i.e. joining the 
lower cups of E) and noting deflections of G for given settings of P;
- ■ i' .the voltage S was subtracted from the reading of P.
The galvanometer calibration was found to be 3 div./mvo 
Surface Potential Measurements c
The surface was carefully cleaned and the air electrode set 2 ™ 3 
mm® above the surface of the liquid in the trough. The calomel half™ 
cell was then immersed in the solution and E set to position 3 ( i.e® 
leaving all cups on E disconnected) after calibration of the instrument© 
The greater part of the surface potential was balanced out by applying 
a potential using potentiometer P, and amounts less than 30 mv* were 
found from deflections of G. The surface was then tested for contam™ 
ination by reducing the area and if an increase of less than 15 mv@ 
was obtained the surface was assumed clean» Variation of potential 
over the clean surface was less than 5 mv©
The film v/as then spread and the increase or decrease in potential 
was measured by adjusting ?« The film was then compressed and fluctu« 
ations were obtained over the surface until it was completely covered by 
film molecules^ (ieOe until the surface pressure first appeared).
Readings were then taken at several points over the surface and 
averaged. Readings were then taken as the film was compressed and a 
AY-area curve was drawn.
Method 2. ° Double Tetrode Electrometer^
The disadvantage of the triode circuit is its relative instability* 
It therefore requires considerable adjustment during the experiment 
and hence it was decided to build another unit using a circuit designed 
by Few and Pethica^*^ incorporating a balanced double tetrode* This 
valve considerably reduces the instability of the electrometer circuit 
since it is relatively insensitive to variation in supply voltages and 
ambient temperature.
The valve (Fendant! BDH 2D») used in the circuit has an indirectly 
heated cathode, the advantages of which are summarised by Little^^ ®
The electrometer assembly (Diagram 7) is screened in an earthed aluminium 
box with a separate screened box for the Languir trough and the air 
electrode is connected to the operating grid of the valve by a screened 
cable* The earthing switch and the reversible electrode are the same 
as previously used in the triode circuit*
Operation of the Instrument*
The filement current is adjusted to 125 ma. and the valve 
passes 250/la. plate current in each half, with the screen and 
cathode potentials as shown :Ln Diagram 7© The potentiometer is
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then calibrated and with the air electrode out of circuit, R3 and
R4 are adjusted to give zero deflection on the galvanometer.
The air electrode is than switched into the circuit and the 
deflection in G is balanced out by applying a potential from P.
^he calibration of G is then carried out by applying a known 
potential from P and noting the deflection of G. The reading of the
galvanometer is then returred to zero and a film io spread, The
procedure for measuring the surface potential of the film is then 
exactly the same as that used with the triode electrometer®
GALVANOMETER CIRCUIT®
The galvanometer used in the electrometer circuit was also used 
to calibrate the potentiometer and a method allowing a rapid change 
over from one to tho other was essential® The circuit was as shoim in 
Diagram 6, C and D in this circuit being connected to • correspoiiding 
points in the electrometer circuit (the same in both electrometer 
circuits)© When the galvanometer was being used to standardise the 
potentiometer the electrometer terminals were left in open circuit®
After calibration of the potentiometer the galvanometer was then switched 
over for use in the electrometer circuit® The galvanometer then has a 
470 ohm shunt in parallel and the galvanometer terminals on the 
potentiometer are then connected to complete the circuit® A brass 
plate was also inserted under the tapping key to give a fixed contact®
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SECTION I,
MONOLAYERS OF WATER SOLUBLE DYES.
INTRODUCTION,
Nearly all fibres are dyed from aqueous solution and hence comm­
ercial dyes must all be to a certain extent soluble in water, at least 
during the actual dyeing operation. This water solubility is 
generally conferred upon the molecule by the introduction ,of ionic 
groups (e.go sulphonate) which, in many cases, also play an important 
role in bonding the dye to the fibre©
This section of the work was carried out to investigate the film - 
forming properties of sulphonated dyes and an attempt has been made 
to relate these properties to the light fastness of the dyes, because 
parallel work in this laboratory^^ has demonstrated an apparent 
relationship between light fastness and the length of an al^l chain 
attached to a dye molecule.
Work on dye monolayers has only recently been reported^ >41 and 
the only work carried out to date has been with water-insoluble dyes© 
Insoluble Dye Films©
A systematic study of water=insoluble dye films was carried out 
in 1952 by Giles and Neustâdter^, A series of 22 aromatic azo-com- 
pounds was prepared containing straight alkyl chains (Ci2“ C^g) and, 
in most cases, with one hydroxy group either o« or to the azo group. 
These compounds were spread on water and it was found that in all cases
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where a hydroxy group was present and the alkyl chain had l6 carbon 
atoms, condensed films were formed'. Condensed films were also formed 
in many cases where the alkyl chain contained only 12 carbon atoms.
It was also shovm that in the absence of a hydroxy group it required 
at least two azo groups to confer the necessary water attraction for 
the formation of stable films, In all cases the molecules appeared 
to be oriented in the films with the plane of the aromatic nuclei 
vertical, but the longer axis of this plane was in many cases tilted 
from the pc.rpendicular at an angle depending upon the nature and the 
relative position of the substituent groups.
The effect of acid or alkali on the molecular areas and com­
pressibilities of aromatic hydroxy-azo compounds containing long 
alkyl chains was then investigated^. It was hoped that by a study 
of these films it would be possible to determine the presence of a 
chelate link in c«hydroxy«='azo compounds or the quinone riydraaojae 
tautomer in either type of azo-corapound. It was found that g- 
hydroxy-azo compounds exist almost completely in the azo foim xdaereas 
g-hydroxy-azo compounds contain much of the hydrazone form.
The effect of mono- and di-hydric phenols, dissolved in the 
substrate, on monolayers of certain long chain aromatic compounds 
has also been investigated^ o It was shown that azo, hydrosqr and 
quinone groups in monolayers on water form a hydrogen bond with the 
hydroxy group in the monohydric phenols dissolved in the water phase. 
The increased water attraction thus imparted, e.g. to the azo-group.
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causes an expansion of the film by a change in the angle of tilt of 
the film molecules* Dihydric phenols in water behave in a different 
manner and were found to be able to act in one of two ways
(a) If there are two suitably placed bonding groups in the mono­
layer molecule a 1:1 complex is formed in which each of these groups 
is bonded to the corresponding hydroxy groups in the phenol ; the 
two molecules probably stand side by side and parallel to each other.
A small increase in area may result with a decrease in the compress­
ibility of the film.
(b) If the solute hydroxy groups are too far apart for (a) to
take place then they may form cross-links between the monolayer
molecules, leading to a considerable increase in film area and com­
pressibility,
Monolayers of proteins which have been diazotised and coupled 
have also been studied for film foiming properties^. The behaviour 
of these films was found to be very little different from that of the 
parent protein and this was believed to be due to the azo-group lying 
under the protein, and having very little effect on the area of the 
film, but increasing its thickness®
The Effect_on Monolayers of Inorgmiic lon^issolved in the Underlying
The effect of inorganic ions on monolayers has been known for a 
considerable time. It was first observed by Adam^^ in 1921, when he 
noticed that palmitic acid spread on freshly distilled water from a
quarts still gave an area which was much greater than that obtained 
when it was spread on distilled water which had been left in the trough 
or kept in a glass bottle. No explanation was given for this, but it 
is now believed that the condensation was due to calcium ions from the 
glass, or zinc and copper ions from the trough interacting with the 
palmitic acid to form soaps^^^^. This was shown to be the case in 
1936 when Langmuir^^ spread films of fatty acids on barium and calcium
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hydroxide solutions. The films were removed and analysed and were 
found to be the calcium and barium soaps *
XThe different types of monolayers which can form complej^ es with 
inorganic ions are limited and the rost studied of these compounds are
the carboxylic acids. Sasaki and Matuura^ studied the effect of
various metal ions on stearic acid monolayers and showed that calcium, 
barium, and magnesium condensed the film on alkaline solutions. This 
was believed to be due to bivalent bonding, joining two molecules of 
stearic acidforming a stoichiometric compound of the type M(St.)2*
This causes close-packing of the chains and gives an area of 20.5
per molecule of stearic acid.. Stearic acid films spread on solutions of
thorium, aluminium, iron, copper, zinc, mercury, cobalt, and nickel ions
were found to be expanded and also much more compressible, which
suggested that they may form types of soap of a much more complex
structure than those from calcium or barium® Since McBain^^ reported
for the first time the non-exietance of th^  aluminium trisoap many
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workers have investigated the properties and structure of aluminium 
soaps, but co-ordinated results have not been obtained as
The properties of the soap depend greatly upon the method of preparation
53 57especially upon whether or not water takes part in the process  ^ ,
a sure indication of the complicated structure of aluminium soaps. 
Eigenberger^^, McGee^^, Gray and Alexanderall agree that aluminium 
soaps have a polymeric structure although they disagree about the details< 
It is generally believed, however, that the aluminium atoms are joined 
through oxygen atoms and this explains the expansion of stearic acid 
films and, since the A1 - 0 A1 chain is considered flexible, it also 
accounts for the compressibility of the film© Matuura also studied 
the rigidity of stearic acid films spread on various substrates over a 
range of values. When spread on calcium, barium, and magnesium 
substrates the films had no measurable rigidity, while on the other 
hand thorium, alumjjiium, iron, copper, zinc, mercury, cobait, and nickel 
conferred great rigidity on the film® This gives additional proof ]|of 
the cnnclusions previously reached that calcium and barium soaps are 
simple stoichiometric substances whereas the thorium, aluminium, and 
iron soaps have a'complex polymeric structure.
The study of fatty acids was continued by VJolstenholm and Schulman^^ 
using myristic acid, which on solutions containing no metallic ions forms 
liquid-expanded films. Complex formation is shovm by solidification of 
the monolayer and this solidification takes place in a nH range
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characteristic for each metal® The overall range of ^  studied was 
from 2.0 - 10.0 and a knowledge of the various degrees of association 
of myristic acid over this pH range leads to the formulation of 
different types of bonding as follows %- 
(1) COOH COOH (2) COOH COOH (3) COO COO U) COO COO
• «O—H» • »0*fi* • ««O—H*.0—H«*Induced dipole *Induced dipole *Ion-basic ion*-ion inter- •- basic ion, * aggregate * Ion - ion interaction© action. ’interaction. ’interaction. ’
Complex formation with branched chain fatty acids^ and metal ions 
was then studied and it was shown that if the cross-sectional area of 
the branch chain acid is greater than the area occupied by the basic 
metal ion, no complex formation takes place : The steric effect of the
branch chain acid prevents hydrogen bonding between the metal ions 
and liqu^action of the monolayer takes placv:.
Competitive adsorption of metal ions by fatty acid monolayers 
has shown that the bonding of the metal ion must be essentially 
cov'alent^ î^>^ o^ Stearic acid films were spread on solutions con­
taining various concentrations of calcium, magnesium, copper, and 
hydrogen ions© The films on reaching equilibrium were removed and 
analysed and it was found that calcium was bound to the layer in 
preference to magnesium and also that copper was bound more strongly 
than calcium. It was shown by measuring the amount of calcium inter­
acting with the monolayer on substrates of varying that the pH in 
the immediate vicinity of the monolayer is less than in the substrate
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which agreed with theoretical considérâtions^^‘
Spreading of myristic acid monolayers on copper sulphate arid ferric 
chloride solutions^^ resulted primarily in the formation of undissociated 
normal and basic soaps. In carbonate buffer solutions cupric salts 
react with the monolayer through complex copper carbonate ions. Mono­
layer soaps have also been formed by spreading myristic acid on uranyl 
nitrate^^o
Fatty acid and amino-acid monolayers are capable of being 
’tanned’ using chromium ions^^. In this case the interaction is 
accompanied by a large increase in the area per molecule of fatty acid 
with solidification of the monolayer. With the strtii^t chain fatty 
acids, one chromium ion is attached to each fatty acid molecule but, 
should the fatty acid have a branched chain, then instead of liqu^ )- 
faction of the monolayer one more chromium ion per acid molecule is 
anchored to the monolayer thus keeping it solid. The structure of 
this two diraensional lattice is due to hydrogen bonding between the 
hydroxy groups of the basic chromium ion and the 0=0 of the carbonyl 
group*
Another type of substance which can form monolayer complexes with 
inorganic ions is a long chain sulphate. Sodium cetyl sulphate mono­
layers have been studied on substrates of varying ionic streng’fch and
67. It was found that interaction between the ionised film mole­
cules and simple metal ions has little effect on the properties of the 
monolayer and that the monolayers on neutral or alkaline substrates
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occupy a smaller area than on acid substrates© This is directly 
opposite bo the effect of dH on acid monolayers^®5 the explanation is 
that on alkaline or neutral substrates the sodium cetyl sulphate 
dissociates and partially dissolves whereas fatty acid monolayers on 
substrates of high are more dissociated and repulsion takes place 
between the charged head groups© Solidification of the monolayer occ­
urred only in the presence of complex metal ions which stabilise the 
monolayer soap by hydrogen bonding. The condensing effect of barium 
and calcium ions on films was not observed with long chain sulphates, 
probably because the barium salt of the ester group is water soluble 5 
thus the presence of barium ions does not affect the ionisation and 
hydration the ester sulphate head group©
The effect of polyvalent metal ions on film molecules containing 
only dipoles is very small^^o
One of the most important properties of dyes is their resistance 
to exposure to light© This is not only affected by the nature and 
intensity of the light, but also by several other factors namely:-
(a) the presence of oxygon and/or water®
(b) the chemical structure of the dye©
(c) the physical nature of the dye©
(d) the chemical structure of the substrate.
(o) the physical nature of the substrate*
Although fading is affected by all these factors, the variation in
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light fastness of a series of dyes (e.g. dyes containing various 
lengths of allcyl chain), adsorbed on the sane substrate and irradiated 
under identical conditions, will only depend upon either the chemical 
and/or physical nature of the dye©
Tho Influence of Aggregation on i.ight Fastness.
Since the fading reaction involves o:Qrgen and/or water then it 
must cl.early be influenced by the size and nature of the air-dye inter­
face© The smaller the surface exposed the less rapid should be the 
fading. It has been shown by Bean and Rowe ^  that this must be 
the case because, if the dyed fibre is subjected to after-treatments, 
o.go soap boiling or steaming, which cause microscopically visible 
ciystal growth, the light fastness increases considerably© These 
tests were carried out with water-insoluble aso dyes on cellulose 
fibres and the results wore confirmed by Macauloy*^^ examining t his 
type of dye on ’Cellophane’ films©
The very low light fastness of vat dyes on nylon, compared with 
their fastness on cellulose has likewise been attributed to their 
much smaller particle size on the former substrate, occasioned by the 
restriction of the dye cr^ rstal growth by the greater compactness of the
Sumner, Vickerstaff and Waters74 examined the effect of soaping 
on vat dyeings on ’Cellopîiana’ end found that in this case no signific­
ant increase in light fastness is obtained© Electron photo-micro- 
graphs of aged colloidal suspensions showed that the treatment changes
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the dye from amorphous particles to long needle-shaped crystals, but 
there is no convincing evidence from these results that the surface 
area is actually decreased hy the crystallisation process as it un­
doubtedly is in the azo«dye systems examined by Bean and Eoveo
All these investigations were made upon water-insoluble dyee* 
Baxter et al**^  ^have examined a number of water soluble dyes, studying 
their rate of fading when irradiated on a variety of substrates, over 
ranges of concentrations 0 They have developed the interpretation of 
their results on the basis of a theory which postulates the presence 
in all dyed fibres of dye in a heterogeneous state, partly monolayer 
and partly multilayer or aggregate material9 The ageTegates may be 
formed during dyeing or when the water is removed in the subsequent 
drying, or both. From the argument given above it will be clear that
dye in the form of a monolayer should fade more rapidly than in an
aggregated state®
The Influence of .Alkyl Chains _on..Ught Fastness.
It has been shown^^»^^, that fading results in t he oxidation or re­
duction of dyes depending upon the type of substrate on wliich they have
been adsorbed© Dyes adsorbed on proteins usually are reduced on
fading whereas dyes adsorbed on non-proteins are usually oxidised, 
he relative rates of fading of sertain series of dyes on appropriate 
substrates fall in the same order as the relative rates of oxidation or 
reduction but it has been found that the introduction of a long alkyl 
chain, while it does not increase the rate of oxjl'dation or reduction
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appreciably in some cases increases the rate of fading to a large ex­
tent© This effect has been known for a considerable time but it is
only recently that a systematic study of this subject has been carried 
71out'^o On what may be called the 'classical' theory of fading, i.e©
that all water-soluble dyes in fibres are present as monolayers, it .
would not be expected that the addition of a saturated alkyl group in a 
position vdiere it does not interfere with a conjugate chain, could 
influence their light fastness, because it cannot much affect the 
chemical reactivity of the molecule© On the new theory of Baxter 
et alo however, light fastness can vary with the surface activity 
of the dye because this may determine the proportion of monolayer and 
aggregate formed by the dye in the substrate© In particular as the
surface activity of the dye rises with increase in chain length, so
may its tendency to form a monolayer on the internal surface of the 
substrate when the material dries out© The surface area of the dye 
is thereby increased and the fastness decreased©
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION.
A water-soluble dye containing a long alkyl chain would be ex­
pected to exhibit surface activity, as the molecule contains a hydro- 
phobic tail aid a hydrophilic head. Thus it would be expected that 
provided such a dye molecule does not dissolve completely in the under­
lying liquid then it should spread out as a monolayer© Consequently 
the present work was carried out to investigate the possible film- 
forming properties of dyes containing sulphonic acid groups and 
various lengths of alkyl chain. The effect of certain inorganic
salts dissolved in the underlying liquid and variation in were also 
investigated, and also the effect of cationic surface-active agents. 
This is because the presence of a cationic dispersing agent, e.g© 
cetyltrimethylaminonium bromide, decreases the light fastness of dyes 
and on the Baxter et al. theory*^^ the iiiferQUce is that the cationic 
agent assists the dye to spread as a monolayer* It was hoped to 
confirm this hypothesis by showing that the addition of cetyltrimethyl= 
ammonium bromide to dyes, which do not spread by th®nselves, would 
result in their spreading as stable mixed monolayers©
A typical long chain sulphonated dye, ®SA1% was spread on 
distilled water (graph No* l). The results showed that the dye 
formed a condensed film but the area at zero compression was consid= 
erably lover than was predicted from measurements carried out on
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molecular models® The area was found to be 40 sq©A© whereas the 
predicted area, allowing for solvation of the sulphonic acid groups was 
ca© 95 sq. Ao This represents only 42$ spreading, attributable to 
partial solution of the dye* This effect is similar to that found 
in investigations carried out on long chain sulphates^^ on water and 
it was found that in this case the sulphate group occupies 8 sqoA, 
instead of the expected 34 sq*A*
Two other long chain dyes, •SA2' and ^ -dodecylaniline — ^N-acetyl H 
acid, were also spread on distilled water (graph No. 4)® It was found 
that partial solution of the dye also occurred in these <^ses and areas 
of 23 sq.A. and 16 sq.A. respectively were found instead of the calculated 
areas of 74 sq.A. and 55 sq.A. In tests with homologues of these dyes, 
viz. ^butylaniline -^N-acetyl H acid and Azo Geranine 2G (lower homo­
logues of p-dodecylaniline — >N-acetyl H acid) and also 'SAl-CH^ '^  and 
*SA2-CH^ '^  (lower homologues of *SA1* and *SA2' respectively), it was 
found that if the chain length is below 12 carbon atoms no surface 
films are apparently formed even at very low surface areas* The shorter 
chain dyes are much more soluble than their higher homologues and it is 
concluded that complete solution takes place, resulting in no monolayer 
formation*
Thus in general as the length of the alkyl chain increases so do 
the spreading properties of the dye, and possibly at very long chain 
lengths complete spreading will occur on water.
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The Effect of Sodium Chloride in the Underlying Solution©
The introduction of sodium chloride into the underlying solution 
would be expected to influence the spreading of sulphonated dyes, 
because salt tends to decrease the solubility of the dye and it ml^t 
be expected that complete spreading would be obtained on strong solutions 
of sodium chlori^ .doo
This was investigated by spreading the dye 'SAl* on solutions of 
sodium chloride of varying concentrations (graph No© l) and it was found 
that as the concentration increased so did the area of the monolayer, 
until at a concentration of loOM the area was the same as the calculated 
value, i.e. ca* 94 sq.A© Further increase in salt concentration pro­
duced no change in the molecular area at zero compression or in the 
characteristics of the curve.
The effect of sodium chloride on the (^e, j^-dodecylaniline 
acetyl H acid was similar (graph No* 5), except that a more concentrated 
salt solution was needed to produce ccaaplet© spreading© The relative 
effect of sodium chloride on these two dyes may be seen on graph No.
6o The dye, ®SA2’, was also spread on sodium chloride solution of a 
suitable concentration to produce maximum spreading and the area at 
zeto compression was found to correspond to the calculated area (table l)
TABLO®
S M ’ I 95’SA2’ H 74|o--dodecylanilin©“-^  N«acetylj[^ acid | 55
Molecular Area in Surface Laver (so. A)DYE
I 947253
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No aprbading was obtained when p-butylanilino ^ H-acetyl H acid 
and Azo Geranine 2G were spread on very concentrated salt solutions; 
sufficiently so, in fact, to precipitate them comploteiy* Thus these 
dyes cannot be considered surface active and it must be assumed that 
they form aggregates rather than monolayers on the surface of the salt 
solutions©
Experiments with other dyes then showed that as the size of the
dye molecule increases, without alkyl chains being present, gaseous 
befilms tend to^formed* The dyes used were *SA1-CH^®, 'SAS-CH^S
Ponceau SS, and Ponceau 6H3 and in these, the molecules contain hydro­
philic groups arranged a considerable distance from one another in the 
moleculeo They might therefore be expected to form gaseous films, and 
it was, in fact, found that when they were spread on 4M sodium chloride 
solution (graph No® ?) a pressure of ca* 0*5 dynes/cm* was produced 
at very large areas© On compression, the films of 'SAl-QH^^ and 
*SA2-CH^3 collapsed at pressures of 11 dynes/cm. and 12 dynes/cm., 
respectively, but if. the tangents of the curves are extrapolated to 
the X-axis the areas approximate to the areas at zero compression of 
®SAl* and ®SA2®. Thus,these dyes when compressed in the monolsyer 
appear to be oriented in the same manner as their higher homologues.
In the case of the Ponceau dyes the collapsed pressure is much lower 
(ca. 5 dynes/cm.) and the areas obtained by extrapolating the tangents 
to tho X-8Xi3 show that neither dye is completely spread©
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The Effect of pH,
Certain acid dyes will precipitate in acid solution© Thus, 
the use of acid in the water phase was considered as a possible means 
of obtaining complete spreading of some sulphonated dyes. The dye 
^SAl® was spread on solutions of varying (graph No© 3) to test this 
hypothesis: These tests showed that does influence the spreading
properties of the dye© Complete spreading of this dye was obtained 
at %)H lo2. On the acid side of pH 1.2 the area at zero compression 
remained the same i.e© 94 sq.A., but on the alkaline side the area 
decreased with increasing alkalinity© It was found, however, that 
a slightly more compressible film was obtssned on acid solutions than 
on concentrated salt solutions.
The Effect of Barium Chloride in the Underlying Solution©
The introduction of barium chloride into the underlying solution 
would be expected to have a similar effect to sodium chloride, resulting 
in the ’salting-out’ of the monolayer* The concentration of barium 
chloride required, however, would be expected to be much lower as the 
barium salt is much less soluble than the sodium salt© ®SA1* was 
thus spread on solutions of barium chloride of varying concentrations 
at pH 6.0 (graph No. 2) and it was found that the above prediction is 
correct except that the area at zero compression of tho completely 
spread dye is 85 sq.A. instead of 94 sq.A©, as previously obtained with 
sodium chloride. This .condensing effect was further studied by spread­
ing ®3A2® and p-dodecylanilino«^N-acetyl‘=H acid on solutions of barium
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chloride at a concentration suitable for maximum spreading (graph No©4)® 
These dyes were found to give areas which are considerably lower than the 
areas obtained on sodium chloride, and it may be seen from these results 
that the decrease in area is constant in each caise (table 2)*
TABLE 2.
Dye Area on Barium Chloride©
-- r. ..""1
Area on Sodium Chloride Difference©
«SA1’*SA2® p-dodecyl aniline N«acetyl-H acid®
85 sq.A© 64 sqoAo 45 sq©A.
94 sq©A@ 72 sq©A© 53 sq©A*
9 sq®Ao 8 aq.Ao 8 sq©Ao
The constant decrease in area must depend upon the different 
influences on the monolayer of sodium and barium ions© When hodium 
ions arc in the underlying liquid it is believed that each ion is 
attached by ionic forces to one sulphonic acid group, which is 
hydrophilic and is surrounded by an envelope of water molecules© Thus 
each dye molecule acts independently and is separated from the a joining 
molecules by water molecules© On the other hand when the dye is spread 
on barium chloride each barium ion will attach itself to two sulphonic 
acid groups, as barium is divalent* Two of the dyes used were 
disulphonates, but the positions of the sulphonate groups were such 
as to sterically prevent one barium ion being attached to two groups
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in the one molecule© Thus, each barium ion must link up vdth two 
dye molecules, probably forming a dimer rather than a cross-linking 
network, since the compressibility of the film , is not altered as would 
have been expected if cross-linking had taken place© The solvated 
water molecules round each sulphonic acid group will be affected by the 
formation of the dimer and those between the dye molecules will be 
ejected into the underlying liquid. The water envelope surrounding 
each molecule is therefore replaced by a water envelope surroun#bLhg 
each dimer and the area occupied becomes less© The formation of 
dimers in this manner may be compared to the formation of barium soaps^ 
on molecules in which a stoichiometric compound of the type Ba 
has been detected, and there is no alteration in the compressibility 
of the film.
The Effect of pH on *SA1' Films Spread on 0©000^ Barium Chloride Solutions.
*SA1*, waé spread on O0OOO5M barium chloride solutions of varying 
jgH (graph No© 8) to determine whether the formation of the basic barium 
ion influences the rigidity of the film. It is known that in the 
range $#5-10 ©5 basic calcium ions are formed and it has been shown that 
these ions solidify a myristic acid monolayer ly cross-linking^^, thus;-
1 . 1 . 1 _coo COO COO
4- + +Ca Ca Ca
I 1 10 — H..©.0 — * Hi 0000 0
The present investigation was therefore carried out to find out
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if this effect also applies to sulphonated dyes© Thus 'SAl' films 
were spread on 0©0005M barium chloride solutions at ifi values both 
inside and outside the range for the formation of basic barium ions©
It was found that identical curves were obtained at all values studied, 
and so the effect must be due to simple 'salting out' of the dye©
Further, the rigidity of the film is not affected by this treatment 
with barium, at any presumably because the large sise of the c|ye 
head group prevents cross-linking by barium ions. Another possible 
explanation is that the presence of barium ions does not affect the 
hydration or ionisation of the sulphonic acid group, present in the dye, 
as the barium salt is to a certain extent water-soluble© This is 
believed to be the case with long chain sulphates^^©
The Effect of pH on 'SAl' Films Spread on .OOIM Cupric Chloride Solutions©
Myristic acid films are converted from liquid-expanded to solid 
films when spread on cupric solutions in the ^  range 4«2 - 7©7 which 
is believed to be due to the basic copper ions, formed in this jÿi range, 
being bonded to the carboxylic acid groups by ionic foroes and to one
gyanother by hydrogen bonding. A similar effect has been observed idth
L7long chain sulphates spread on complex copper carbonate ions and the 
present experiments were carried out to study the effect of these ions 
on films of 'SAl®©
'SAl' was spread on OoOOlM cupric chloride solutions, saturated 
with carbon dioxide at various pH values in the range 3.1 «=’ 6.2 (graph No.9%
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It was found that very incompressible films are formed between pH 4©4 
and pH 6©1, the area of the film increasing with pH© At pH 3ol, however, 
the film has a compressibility similar to that obtained on sodium chloride 
solutions which seems to indicate that the complex coxier carbonate Iona 
only influence the film in the pH range 4®4 *=* 6©1© The areas obtained 
at the various pH values are given below (table 3) and it appears that 
in all cases partial solution of the film is taking place.
3ol »
4*45.26®1
Molecular area of monolayer (A^)o
46
354852
The decreased compressibility obtained in the jÿl range 4*4 * 6.1 is 
possibly due to the complex copper carbonate ions interacting with the 
sulphonate groups in the dye molecules. This results in the formation 
of a rigid cross-linking network©
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Bromiâe with ^es before
smsii3sg$.
CetyltrimothylLunmonium bromide was next used to form ionic 
complexes with the sulphonated dyes, mixed before spreading, in the 
expectation that thus some dyes might be Induced to form stable monolayers, 
which would not oth0rid.se do so© The amount of oetyltrimetbylammonium 
bromide mixed with the dye was made equivalent to the number of sulphonate 
groups present, e.go a dye containing two such groups was mixed with two 
molecular equivalents of cetyltrimethylamzaoniuia bromide©
®SA1* mixed with two molecular equivalents of cetyltrlmethylammonlum 
bromide was spread on water (graph No# 10) and it was found that a 
stable mixed film was fomed© The area at zero compression was found 
to be 134 sqeA#, :lo8o, B6% spread, since the calculated area for one 
molecule of ®SAl^ > two molecules of cetyltrimethylammonium bromide is 
155 sqoAo This decrease in area is possibly due to partial solution 
of the dÿe and/or the cstyltrimethylammoniusi bromide, but it is much 
loss than when 'SAl® is spread on water by itself, liiere only 42$ 
spreading is observed# The difference is almost certainly due to the 
®SA1 ® and cetyltrimethylamsionium bromide interacting and causing a 
decrease in the solubility of both# When ®SA2' and the cationic agent 
were spread on water similar results ifore obtained, 84$ spreading being 
obtained# In both cases, however, the compressibility of the mixed 
films is the same as for the dyes alone# Complete spreading was obtained 
when 'SAl® and cetyltrimethylammonium bromide wore spread on 0o34 barium
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chloride, 3f« soditia chloride, or /Ji sodium chloride solutions 
(graph No3 K)) and also when 'ÔA2’ and cetyltrlmethylamoonium bromide 
were spread on 0»3( barium chloride and 2M sodium chloride solutions 
(graph Koo H)o In these cases the areas on barium chloride and 
sodium chloride are the same. This must be due to the cetyltrlmcthyl- 
asmtonius bromide preferentially interacting with the sulphonste gro\;^ s 
and preventing the formation of the dimers which occurs when these dyes 
are spread by themselves on barium chloride solutions.
In the next series of experiments djes containing no alkyl chains 
were mixed with cetyltrimetfaylasmioniuB bromide and spread on wat^r (graph 
No. 12)0 It was found that considerable spreading was obtained with 
all the dyes used. ^SA1«CH^* oud Ponceau were found to have an 
area at zero compression of ea. 120 sq.Â. This is larger than the 
area of two cetyltrimethylaBBoonium bromide molecules, and hence the 
latter must be anchored to the sulphonate groups and so held ^ wrto 
({he distance between the sul^Éhonate groups in these two dyes are the 
same namely, l^Âo). The calculated area for two cetyltrimethylemmonium 
bromide molecules + one ^SAl-CHg^ molecule end for two oetyltrimethyl*» 
ammonium bixxnide molecules one Ponceau 6RB molecule are 135 sqoA. 
and 132 sq.A. respectively. Hence the films are 89$ and 91$ spread 
and thus partial solution of the dyes aztd/or cetyltrlmethylammoDlum 
bromide has taken place. In the case of Àzo Geranine 2G the sulphonate 
groups are much closer together than in *SA1<-CH^  ^and Ponceau 6BBf 
so close in fact that if the cetyltrlmethylammonium bzxmide molecules
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were attached to the sulphonate groups in Aao Geranine 25 they would
also touch one another and thus form a condensed film; the dye molecule w e i
would then possibly be adsorbed under the film. In fact, a much more in=-
compressible film is formed with Aao Geranine 25 then with ^SAl-CH^®
and Ponceau 6RB (graph No® 12)© The adsorption of the dye under the
cetyltrimethylaanmonium bromide film neutralises the charge on both
anionic and cationic molecules, thus decreasing the solubility of both®
The area obtained is slightly less than the area of two cetylbrimethyl- 
ammonium bromide molecules alone and is possibly due to partial solution 
of the dye and/or cetyltrlmethylammonium bromide © A similar effect to thaï 
observed with is obtained when *SA2*=CH^  ^mixed with one
molecular equivalent of cctyltriaethylaxamoniiaa bromide was spread 
on water (grajjh No® 12)©
When those dyes spread on /<M sodium chloride solutions, in
the presence of the cationic agent, complete spreading is obtained 
(graphs Nos© 13=14), and the compressibility of these films is much 
greater than that of the long chain dyes in the presence of cetyl= 
trimetiiylammonium bromide © This is to be expected, since dyes with 
no alkyl chains hold the cetyltrimetliylammonium bromide molecules apart 
only at the head groups and not also along the whole length of the chain©
In the case of Azo Geranine 25 the increase in area when spread on 0. 
sodium chloride solutions in the presence of the cationic agent must be 
due to the dye being completely precipitated on the surface instead of 
being adsorbed underneath© Thus the condensed film of cetyltrimethyl=’ 
enimonium bromide is penetrated and a more compressible film is obtained©
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The Relationship between Light^  Fastness and the Snreadinfi Proportlc^ of DycSa 
The light fading of all the dyes used in this work has been studied 
by Baxter and in order to correlate the fading ro&ults with the 
spreading of the dyes his results are considerodc The light fastness 
of dyes depends upon various factors as discussed above and it io only 
possible, of course, to study the effect of alkyl chains by using dyeo 
which havo the samo basic structure and differ only in the length of the 
attached alkyl chain©
Three different series of dyes wero invostigatod by Baxter namely
(a) ®SA1® Series.
(b) SoriGS»
(\i] Aniline H-«acetyJ H acid®
Unfortunately only the methyl and steaiyl homologues of the *SA1* and 
®SA2® series ware available and hence the results with these dyes do 
not show the effect of several variations in tho length of the alkyl 
chain.
Dye ^SAl’ was found to be fairly fugitive by normal standards for 
dyes when faded on a gelatine film. Tho time taken at a relative 
concentration of 0.1 for a 10$ fade was found to be 15 minutes. This 
poor fastnosG is believed to be duo to the dyo largely forming a mono- 
layor on the internal surfaces of the substrate as discussed above©
Its lower homologue ( *SAl-=€Il3 )^ vras expected to be considerably footer 
to light, boceuso it was thou^t that it woul-d form aggrogatos rather
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than monolayers. It was, however, less fast to 11 ^ t  than the higher 
homologue. An explanation may lie In the fact that it forms a gaseous film 
on water and may retain this spreading tendency inside the substrate, and so 
a monolayer may be formed therein. The presence of long alkyl chains
in the higher homologue may protect, to a certain extent, the chromo- 
phoric head groups from the light, thus increasing the light fastness©
flight
I 11111 I  11 Alkyl ChainsuOOOOuOOboo —  Ghromophoric Head Groups.
The 10$ fade time, at the equivalent concent ration, for p-dodeoyl- 
eniline— >N=acetyl H acid was 11 hours. The corresponding time for 
the p«butyl homologue was found to be 27 hours and it is therefore 
assumed that the dodecyl homologue is forming a monolayer, whereas the 
butyl homologue is forming aggregates© This is consistent with the 
fact that no evidence of monolayer formation is obtained on aqueous 
solutions with p«butylaniline K-acetyl H acid. No fading results 
have been obtained with Azo Geranine 2G but from surface film results 
it may bo predicted, sine© no monolayer fonnation is observed, that its 
light fastness should be of the same order as the butyl homologue©
Further indication that the light fastness depends upon the spread-» 
ing properties of dyes has been obtained by studying the fastness of 
dyes mixed with cetyltrimetliylaminoniuin brc«nide© It has been found 
that this cationic dispersing agent decreases the fastness of almost 
all the dyes used©
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Therefore there is some ground for believing that the fastness 
of dyes to light depends upon their physical nature in the fibre and hence 
upon their surface activity©
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CONCLUSIONS.
The dyes used may be conveniently divided into two classes and
• ' *are discussed separately below.
(a) Sttlphonated Ores with Long AltarX Chaîne, (i.e. 12 carbons and over).
It was found that these 4yes form condensed monolayers on water 
but the area at zero compression is considerably less than measured 
with molecular models. Partial solution of the monolayer occurs 
because on decreasing the solubility of the dyes complete spreading 
is obtained. This can be effected by spreading on concentrated 
sodium chloride solution, acid solutions and barium chloride solutions, 
though in the latter case a slightly smaller than calculated area is
obtained. This is believed to be due to barium ions forming a complex
—  \of the type (Dye)2Ba"^ *o
The effect of thè basic barium ion on these films was shown to 
have no influence on their F-A curves and is believed to be due to 
steric factors preventing the formation of a cross-linking network. 
Complex copper carbonate ions, on the other hand, considerably affect 
these films eind increase their rigidity. This is possibly due to 
the complex copper ions cross-linking the dye molecules and forming 
a more rigid structure.
Mixing cetyltrlmethylammonium bromide with the dyes was also 
found to decrease their solubility and allowed more complete spreading 
on water with the formation of stable mixed films. Complete spreading
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of those mixed films was obta5.ned on concentrated sodium chloride 
solutions o
(b) .W.mgacl'
All these dyes dissolved completely when spread on water. Spreading, 
however, was obtained with the larger sized molecules on concentrated 
sodium chloride solutions result5jig in the formation of gaseous films.
As the size of the molecules decroases no films are formed and this is 
believed to be duo to the dyos forming aggregates on the surface rather 
than monolayers.
C©tyltriiT[isthylaramon5.um bromide mixed with the dyes, however, spreads 
them on water and sodium chloride solutions, showiiig that the cetyl- 
trjjnGthylsjrmionium bromide is attached to the dye molecules and acts as 
a spreading agent®
It has boon found that dyes which are surface active (i.e.those 
which form films without the aid of cetyltrisethylaimaonium bromide) 
are often less fast to light than non-surface active dyes. The 
inference is that the ^cs which fona stable monolayors at an air« 
liquid interfaco also form monolayers when adsorbod on a substrate.
Those dyes which do not foi’m surface films, on tho other hand, are 
believed to form aggregatos in the substrate. The monolayer fom:lJig 
dyes have a much lax'ger solid<=to*s.ir surface resulting in a decrease 
1)1 light fastness. There is thus some reason to believe that the 
light fastness of a series of dyes depends upon their surface activity; 
those which fom monolayers are generally the most fugitive.
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raïERAGTIOÎiS BEl'VJEEH DYES AND W KOLAÏEÎfô OF ACETATES AND PROTSIHS.
INTRODUCTION.m r#«TT##3n n »3twe.rKa*Kj*jjwa##
Studies ±3 complex formation in monolayers have yielded much 
important information regarding complexes between such.pairs of substances 
as proteins and tanning materials and also between certain biological 
siibstancaoo Very littlo work, howovor, has been reported-on inter­
actions between dyes .and monolayers of fibrous substances and this 
section of tho work was carried out to study this type of interaction 
a view to determining some details of the mechanism by which dyes 
arc bonded to cellulose triacetate^ and to protein fibrea.
TIf% STaUGTUr^B OF GELLULOP.E TkBGETiXTE.^ Tr*~-i" I mr^ntmiir—f  1 n-1‘irMTaffHi- tr-imn ■ ■~iiin h m# # nt* # n u.i n ■■ #i * . ..»i nmu w <i»
Go1j-u1o3g acetate has a considerable value as a textile material 
end is manufactured by tho acetyl&tion of cellulose,O.cocMj
HOcocM, h
CW^OCOCH^
As !oay be seen from the formula, cellulose is made up of repeating 
glucose units arranged in on alternating manner* Thus any particulai’ 
group is in the same position every second unit, Qowes^oiûàxng to a 
spac.jîg of 10û3A* Each glucose unit has three hydroxyl groups 
available for acétylation but tha material used.commercially approximates 
only to the diacetate. The acetate fibre is obtained by spinning 
a concentrated solution of the acetate dissolved in acetone which 
readily dissolves the 'diaeetate® (but not the triacetate). It has leen
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found tiiat for the diaeotate, acétylation is fairly uniform along 
the chain and thus most of the glucose units contain two acetyl groups o 
Tho triacetate, on the other hand., is almost completely acetylated©
It has been shown by X-ray examination^^ that commercial cellulose 
acetate has a very low degree of orientation, yielding an ill«=defincd and 
probably composito photograph* However, from more highly oriented 
specimens it was shown that the molecular period -along the fibre axils is 
practically tho same as for cellulose itself* _
Cellulose acetate has very different properties from cellulose and 
this is due, to a great extent, to changes in the surface cliaracteristico 
of the fibre on acétylation* The acetate is hydrophobic whereas 
cellulose is hydrophilic and thus little swelling of the acetate takes 
place in aqueous solutions* The intermiceli.ary canals are thus narrow
y 'and the passage of dyo ions, into the interior of the fibre is difficult* 
The negative surface potential of the acetate is also^much higher than 
that of cellulose which results in the repulsion, of anionic ions*
The dyeing behaviour of cellulose acetate is very much different 
from that of celluloso, as would be expected on consideration of 
their physical and chemical properties*
A hypothesis has been put fortjaxd by Kartaschoff*^^, that the dyeing 
of cellulose acetate with disperse dyes is a px’ocess of solid solution» 
This was supported by tho observation that this fibre is dyed when it
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comes in contact with dry dye powder. Knoevenage.1^  has found 
that with increasing concentration a constant partition ratio is observed 
for the distribution of phenol and aniline between the fibre phase and the 
solution in exactly the same manner as the distribution of a solute 
between two immiscible solvents* Cellulose acetate has thus been 
considered to act as a solid solvent, because if not,the amount of solute 
taken up shoul.d boar a logarithmic relation to that in solution 
(Fraundlich isothei^)* If, however, the Langmuir isotherm is applicable 
and if the number of adsorption sites is large then tho isotherm also 
will bo expected to give a constsnt partition coefficient at low con­
centration. Therefore the discrimination between adsorption and
solution is not possible on the basis of these results alone»
81Marsden and Urquhart have investigated the adsorption of phenol 
by cellulose acetate and suggested that it may be by hydrogen bonding 
through the carbonyl oxygen of the acetate group* The heat of reaction 
values, however, are lower than those usual.ly associated with lijrdrogen 
bonding. The phenol molecules are adsorbed on the intermicellary 
canals existing in the fibre but are too bulky to penetrate the micelles 
until the swelling prassui’e disrupts the fibre* It is therefore highly 
imp:<robable that the bulky dye molecules of even larger size than phenol 
will be able to diffuse through the unswo3J.en fibre substance and thus 
these experimental results tend to disprove the solid solution theory®
The absence of any dicliroic effect with dyed cellulose acetate hs-s 
led to the suggestion that the dyes are not adsorbed by the main cellulose
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chain, but are iiydrogen bonded to the carbonyl oxygen of the acetyl
02.dc chaxn »
Recent work has resulted in the fonmilation of several new theories 
to explain tho dÿelng mechanism of cellulose acetate® AUin^ia®,
Giles and Neustâdtor have suggested, that since proton acceptors, 
e*go asobenzeixe, are adsorbed by cellulose acetate, the dyeing mechanism 
is by hydrogen bonding tlirough the methyl residue of tho acetyl group» 
Thus,the methyl group acts as a proton donor, and the bond
formed would be expected to be weak® This is consistant with the low 
affinity of solutes for cellulose acetate®
Recent investigations on hydrogen bond fomation ^ support this
theory and it has in fact boen found that there is no conclusive
evidence of a carbonyl oxygen atom forniing a liydrogen bond in water®
85Majury has studied the dyeing of cellulose acetate with non­
ionic dyes and 1ms postulated, from their absolute heats of association, 
that the bond energies are chiefly ascribable to interactions between 
the permanent dipoles of the carboisyl groups in the acetate and permanent 
or induced dipoles in the dye moleculoc Ma jury i^ as also shown that 
the apparent diffusion coefficients of dyes have a twofold activation 
enorgy; on© part attributable to the free energy of dyeing and the 
other to mechanical obstruction of the diffusing dye by the body of 
tho s u b s t r a t From these results it has been suggested that a 
dyo molecule penetrating cellulose acetate undergoes alternate 
adsorption by the acetate and solution by the water©
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Derbyshire and Peters^ *^ , on the other hand, have explained the 
dyeing mechanism in terms of non-polar bonding between the hydrophobic 
surfaces of the dye and fibre# This theoiy has been used by them to 
explain also the dyeJjig mechanism of other fibres, and helps to explain 
their increased affinity for dyes containing long saturated alkyl chains 
which cannot be interpreted in terms of polar forces©
COCarapbell and Gathcart^ , in this laboratory have recently shown 
that neither a nor a bond is likely to bo formed
water, but a bond of the fonn -0-H# » .(^oan exist® They have 
therefore suggestod that proton-donors bond with cellulose acetate 
in water at the ether oxygen atoms of the substrate. Tho -G-Ho©® 
bond which is probably a weaker one, is therefore likely to bo formed 
only with proton«=ac ceptors.
All protein fibres consist essentially of polypeptide chain molecules 
formed by tho IJjEiear condensation of amino acids©
4m-GH«G0 ©m-GH-CO-
«1
The nature of the prot^ûn depends upon the nature of the side 
groups (E) which may be classified as follows:-
(a) Hon-roactive Side Chains® Those groups contain liydrocorbon residues 
but also included in this section are substances containing polar group-
3.ngs such as hydroxyl# These groupings, however, are much less reactive
TOo
than the members of other classes®
(b) Acidic Side Chains. These acidic groups all terminate 
vzith a carboxyl group and play an important part in bond­
ing the peptide chains and also in attaching the dye to the 
fibre.
(c) Basic Side Chains. These basic groups all terminate 
vith strongly basic groupings, ©og© iminazole, guanidine
and amine groups©
(d) Cross-Linking Groups® The only member of this class is 
cystine, and it is capable of linking two peptide chains© 
Cystine is found abundantly in wool and in other similar 
animal fibres and plays a very important part in determining 
their properties as compared with other proteins©
Extensive investigations by Speakman®? and Astbury90 
have elucidated the structure of the wool fibre, and P a u l  ing? 3. 
and pothers have modified to some extent the views held re­
garding the three dimensional structure of proteins in general 
Wool may be regarded as being built up of micelles lying 
parallel to the axis of the fibi'e and consisting of long 
folded or coiled peptide chains linked together by cystine 
ani salt linkages which keep the molecules more or less in 
ons pla.neo These planes are themselves held together by 
hyirogen bonds or weak Van dor Waal forces© The micelles 
ar3 regarded as lamellar in shape, about 200A thick and 
2,COOA long©
The interiaicellar space has pores of the order of 6a 
in the dry unswollen state and about 40A when swollen in 
water and even more in acid solution® It is through these 
pores that the dye molecules penetrate into the interior of 
ths fibre©
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DYEING OF PEDTETN3#
The dyeing properties of wool have been very widely studied 
and a brief review of the theories which emerged from this work are 
given*
A chemical theory of the dyeing of wool by acid dyes has been 
proposed by Knocht^^ and developed by Fort in which it is assumed 
that the wool on immersion in the dye bath first combines with the 
colourless acid to form a protein salt© This is then followed by 
the formation of a protoin-dyo salt and the overall reaction may be 
expressed ty the following equation©
NH3 : OOC "h BOl - 01 -!• HOOG
KH|qi NaD = mi$ D  ^HaCl
This view has been confirmed by Eldd^^ wlio measured quantitatively 
the replacement of chloride ions in the wool fibre by dyo anions*
Spoakman and Stott^^ have established that wool has a maximum combining 
capacity of 0*82 equivalents of monobasic acid per kilogram at loOO 
which corresponds closely to the number of amino groups in the wool* 
Therefore it is obvious that if the chemical theory of wool dyeing is 
correct then dyed wool would have a smaller combining capacity for 
acid than undyed wool and this has been shown to be the case^^® Further
evidence in support of this theory has been afforded by Speakman a M
Stott^^, who have shown that de-aminated wool has a considerably reduced 
acid combining capacity and that whatever adsorption by it takes place is
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probably due to the imino groups in the peptide chain®
It has been shown that the affinity of dyes for wool increases 
with ^ >he sise of the anion, l©e© the larger the anion, the lower the 
degree of acidity required to induce maximum adsoi^tlon* This rise 
in affinity appears to have no relation to the dissociation constant 
of the acid and must be due to non-ionic forces between the substrate 
and the anion but there exact nature is still undetermined® Vickerstaff^^ 
and Moggy^^ have dravm attention to tho importance of Van der Waals® 
forces in this connection* It has been shown that there is a linear 
relationship between the affinity for wool and either the length of an 
attached alkyl chain or the total molecular uei^it of certain azo dyes, 
which suggests the operation of physical forces between the dye and the 
fibre) Stainhardt, Fugitt and Earris^^ have found that wool adsorbs 
weak organic acids to a greater extent than hydrochloric acldy and since 
the hydrophobic portions of these molecules are too small to exhibit 
sufficient Van der Waials^  attraction it appears that hydrogen bonding
must be responsible for their attachment to the fibre* Chip^katti
98 — .et al* ^ have studied the adsorption on wool of aliphatic and aromatic
non-ionic compounds from a variety of solvents and found that from
noa«=«aqu9ous solutions hydix)xy compounds appear to be adsorbed by the
formation of iiydrogen bonds, perhj^ ps with the enolic forms of the
amide or peptide groups in the fibres* .
Gilbert and Rideal^^ have offered a thermodynamic treatment of wool
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dyeing in which they assume that the anions and the cations are 
adsorbed nn specific sites in the substrate, and that the fibre contains 
equal numbers of positive and negative sites possessing the same properties* 
The adsorbed ions in this theory are free to occupy any site irrespective 
of whether or not the^ adjacent sites are occupied*
Peters and Speakman^^, on the other hand, have suggested that only 
the cations are adsorbed by the fibre and that the anions do not combine, 
but are dissolved in the internal aqueous solution without restraint*
Both theories agree to a large extent with experimental observations 
but they do not enable an oquivocal picture of the mechanism of dyo 
adsorption by wool to bo obtained©
PEggTOATIpN AND COMPLEX FORMTION IN MONOLAYERS BY ORGANIC MOLECULES*
The most important observation prior to 1935 on mixed films was the
°condens3jag® effect of large molecules on smaller molecules when both were
TOIpresent in a mixed imimoleculor layer“ © It has been shown that 
cholesterol condenses myristic acid films® This is believed to be 
simply due to the reduction of the vibratory movements of the hydrocarbon 
chain by the presence of large inert molecules and not to complex formation, 
since the two dimensional vapour pressure is not reduced more than would 
be expected from the proportion of cholesterol molecules present in the
film* A similar observation, that cholesterol condenses an expanded
102 103film of lecithin, was made by Loathes and it was shown by Hughes
ty surface potential measurements that the condensation in this case
is not accom|>anied by any appreciable change in the dipole moments of 
the two components© Schulman and Hnghes^^, studying various types of 
mixed films, showed that the condensing effect was but one of several 
distinct phencmena which are observable wh%i a capillary active substance 
is Introduced beneath a pre-existent film of another substance© If the 
film and the capillary active substance are represented by A and B respec­
tively then the following may occur 5-
(1) Film A can be completely replaced by a monolayer of B.
(2) B can penetrate film A and produce a stable mixed film of A and B©
(3) Neither replacement or penetration takes place©
& tentative explanation was given for (2) by assuming that the molecules 
in the film A are in equilibrium with a definite, though small, bulk 
concentration of its molecules© The equilibrium ^dissolved
will be disturbed on the introduction of a second molecule B which alone 
would set up its own equilibrium ^dissolved© When a molecule
of A leaves the surface either A or B may return and an interchange of 
A aad B vfill be effected to an extent dependent upon the relative adhesion- 
al forces of A to A, and A to B and B to B© If the attractive forces 
between A and B are greater than the cohesional forces between A and A 
or 3 and B a mixed film of an AB complex will result, the stability ôf 
whizh is related to the stability of the complex©
Harkins and investigated another type of mixed film, by
sprsading a mixture of Nujol (a low volatile, liquid hydrocarbon) and a
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saturated fatty acid, and found that in the expanded region the Nujol 
affected tho F«<A curve of the acid most markedly© As the pressure 
was applied the Nujol was squeezed to the top of the film where it no 
longer exerted any further influence on the film# This is similar to 
the effect observed with mixed films of stearic acid and phenanthrene^^^©
The effect of injecting substances under a monolayer of oriented 
molecules was more thoroughly investigiited^*^^ and it was found,
that if the injected molecules were similar in structure to the film 
molecules ( i#e® having a polar head group and a hydrophobic tail) then 
the following could occur:-
(a) If association took place between the polar head groups of the 
film and the injected molecules and none between the bfdrophoblc tails 
then adsorption of the injected molecules occurred below the monolayer 
with a consequent change in the surface potential© In some cases where 
the injected molecules were polyfunctional rigid films were obtained duo 
to cross-linking©
(b) Penetration of the monolayer resulting in the fomation of 
equimolar complexes was observed when there was association between both 
the polar and non-polar portions of the respective molecules# The term 
complex was used to designate a combination of measureable stability in 
a stoichiometric ratio between the two reactants©
(c) No change in the surface potential or film characteristics was 
observed when there was no polar interaction©
r.76.
Thus the necessity of having present both Van der Waals' attraction 
between the non-polar portions and polar attraction between the head 
groups imparts a high degree of specificity to interactions resulting in 
penetration*
Further research was then undertaken to ascertain the extent 
electrical forces plagr in governing the stability of complexes in 
mixed monolayers Mined films containing molecules having the same
hydrophobic portions but different polar groups were studied and it was 
shown that the attractive and repulsive forces in these films were due to 
coulombic forces acting between polar groups in the following systems:-
(1) ion-ion,unlike sign*
(2) ion-dipole*
(3) dipole - dipole*
(4 ) ion - ion, like sign*
In many cases it was possible to regard the association of molecules in 
a mixed film as due to a syston of co-ordinating hydrogen or hydroxyl 
bonding as in solution, though it was necessary to assume thst the bonds 
are resonant and that the substrate ion can be considered to be attached 
to seversd film molecules, since the films are always solid*
Complex formation in mixed monolayers has also been observed by 
Harkins and Florence^^, by studying mixed films of long chain acids, 
alcohols and amines* The stability of the mixed monolayer is decreased
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by the introduction of a double bond into the acid* It was shown that 
oleic acid (gis-forffl) is completely ejected from mixed monolayers of the 
acid and long chain amines and alcohols © Eladic acid (trans-form) on 
the other hand,is only partially ejected and stearic acid gives a very 
stable mixed film. Thus ♦Vs the energy of binding between the chains 
decreases so does the stability of the mixed film* Farther evidence 
that the configuration of the hydrocarbon chain plays an important part 
in the stability of these films was shown by Goddart and Schulman^^.
The interactions between sodj.um cetyl sulphate and alcohols conta^g 
hydrocarbon chains of different configurations were examined and it 
was shown that molecular association was greatest when the alcohol 
contained a straight chain*
It has already been shown that substances containing polar groups 
with a small non-polar residue do not penetrate films but are adsorbed 
as a double layer causing no change in the film characteristics© Further 
work, expecially at low pressures, showed that substances, such as 
carboxylic acids, with a small non-polar portion can penetrate the layer 
but are ejected on increasing the pressure^^, forming the previously 
observed double layer© Similar effects have also been observed by 
Adam, Askew and Pankhurst^^^, who studied the effect of simple capillary
JLactive substances on insoluble monolayers9 It has been shown that
substances such as butyric acid or phenol disrupt the cohesion of the 
insoluble film converting it usually into a vapour expanding film
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at low pressiireso On increasing the pressure the penetrant is displaced 
from the surface» This penetration becomes more powerful by increasing 
the chain length of the penetrmrti and the subsequent displacement of 
these molecules then becomes more difficult^^*
Schulman and Stenhagoii^^;, by studying the interaction between 
saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbon chain and aromatie ring structures 
found that several general types of complexes can be obtained s-
(1) Ring penetrated by ring (l:l).
(2) Ring penetrated by chain (1:1, 1:2» 1:3).
(3) Chain penetrated by chain (1:1, 1:3).
(4.) Chain penetrated by ring (2:1).
It was found that the 1:1 and 1:3 complexes are stable and though 
the, existence of the 1:3 complex was doubted by Harkins^J-V it was con­
firmed by #olly^^. Matalon^^^ studying the effect of the conditions
under which the above experiments were carried out, found that the
discrepancy in the results was due to the use of a phosphate buffer by 
Schulman and Stenhagen. When no phosphate buffer was used the kinks in 
the curve representing the three different complexes dl^ihppearedo 
Further work by Goddart and Schulman?*^ has shown that cetyl sulphate 
and cholesterol form a stable 1:1 complex and also that complexes are 
formed between cholesterol and digltonin.
The interactions studied so far have been between substances in which
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one injected molecule has combined with one molecule in the monolsyer*
It has been shown, however, that if a film of a long chain amine is 
spread on a substance containing numerous acidic groups, o»g« tannic 
acid, a large number of film molecules are attached to one tannic acid 
molecule, resulting in the formation of a very rigid film» In particular, 
the importance of leather tanning stimulated an investigation of the 
effect of tanning materials on protein films^^ " When the
acid was either injected under the monolayer^^, or dissolved in the 
underlying l i q u i d ^ 123^ it produced less compressible and more 
rigid films. The development of tanning properties during polymerisation 
of certain non-tanning monomers, such as benzoquinone, showed that as 
polymerisation proceeded the film became more rigid, proving that the 
rigidity of the film is due to multipoint association.
The interation between detergents and proteins has also been studied. 
The injection of detergent molecules under a protein film caused penetration 
of displacement of the film^%g but it has been fotmd difficult to 
interpret the results quantitatively. Doty and Schulmah^^^ injected 
proteins under monolayers of detergents to avoid structural alterations 
of the protein which occur by spontaneous spreading. It was possible 
by this method to distinguish three distinct processes, namely adsorption, 
penetration and .solution. If the layer was maintained at coi^tant area 
adsorption took placer On the other hand, if the pressure was kept con­
stant, solution or penetration occurred characterised by the rate of the
80.
expansion. 40 andThe effect of dyes on monomolecular films has also been stndiedo 
Natuura^^ showed that dyes expand stearic acid films and that different 
forces operatîi depending on the type of dye used. Acid dyes, in the 
acid region in which both the film and the penetrant are anions, expand 
stearic acid films. This expansion decreases with the size of the dye 
molecule and is believed to be due to adsorption of the dye by Van dor 
Waals® forces. On the other hand basic dyes expand the film by ad­
sorption of the dye by ionic forces. Allingham, Giles and Neust&dter^^ 
have shown that dyes ex^nd films of long chain compounds containing 
groups which are present in fibres©
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RSSÜLTS AND DISCUSSION.
The precise mechanism by which dyes are bonded to cellulose 
acetate, though of considerable conanercial importance, has remained 
uncertain in spite of many attempted explanations. The present 
investigation was carried out to study this problem by examining the 
penetration of solutes into films of these substances.
Previous work carried out in this laboratoiy has shown that 
certain dye molecules dissolved in the underlying solution penetrate 
films of cetyl acetate . This substance was used as a model 
compound to represent cellulose triacetate and from the results 
obtained a dyeing mechanism has been suggested» The present work 
was carried out to extend these initial investigations and to stu4y 
the effect of dyes and related compounds on cellulose triacetate 
monolayers.
Preliminary experiments were carried out on cetyl acetate and 
stearyl ketones. These substances were spread on various solutes 
to study the effects of these solutes on koto- and acetyl-groups» 
These two substances have almost identical non-polar attraction for 
solutes introduced into the water phase, and any difference between 
their films in penetrability or expansion by the solute will thus be 
attributable to differences in polar attraction of the keto and the 
acetyl groups» That of the keto group is, in fact, likely to be 
veiy low because ketones do not appear to form complexes ly polar
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attraction with other solutes in water, whereas acetates do so©
lodIt has been shown , that before penetration of a monolayer can 
take place there must be present in the penetrant both polar and non­
polar attraction for the film molecules © Thus the penetration of 
monolayers is very specific and it would be expected that substances 
with both polar and non-polar attraction would expand films of cetyl 
acetate, but not films of the stearyl ketones© The solutes used in 
this work are water^oluble compounds of varied molecular size and shape 
and may be conveniently classified according to the size of the hydro­
phobic residue in their molecules©
The Effect of Small Solute Molecules on Acetateand Ketone Films ©
It has been shown that substances with polar groupings and 
very little hydrophobic character are often adsorbed under the 
monolayer and cause no change in the molecular area or characteristics 
of the F-A curve © It? has been found, however, that the adsorbed 
molecules alter the surface potential of the film© Unfortunately, 
the apparatus for measuring surface potentials was not completed 
until near the end of the work and all of the results were obtained 
by Force-Ârea measurements and hence the conclusions must be tentative© 
The present tests were carried out with small sized solutes con­
taining two polar groups and it was hoped that each solute molecule 
would cross-linlc two film molecules and possibly expand the film thus:-
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The solutes used were ethylene glycol and mesaconic Eicld and it
was found that when cetyl acetate films were spread on Û.1M slut ions
of these substances at room tosporature very little increase in area
was observed (graph No. &)© This slight increase in area may be due
to the solute molecules being adsorbed under the monolayer and holding
the head groups sli^tly apart by cross-linking. The mesaconic acid
and ethylene glycol molecules adsorbed under the monolayer possibly
affect the cohesional properties of the film a«di explains the larger•' A
area at which the surface pressure first appeared.
Stearyl methyl ketone spread on O.IM ethylene glycol gave an 
almost identical curve to that obtained on water, but because of the
reasons previously stated it is belived that no interaction is taking
place in this case.
The Effect of Medium Sized Molecules on Acetate and Ketone Films.
Cetyl acetate was spread on O.IK pyridine and O.IK sucrose solutions 
in which it was expected that polar attraction would be weak. The F«A 
curves (graph No. 2), give areas at zero compression of 26 sq.A. and 
therefore it appears that no interaction is taking place. A similar 
result was obtained with cetyl acetate spread on O.IM benzoc^inone and 
the areas at which the surface pressure first appeared are slightly
greater than on dietilled water, which is possibly doe to the solute 
molecules penetrating the film at low pressures. On increasing the 
pressure, however, the molecules appear to be ejected into the under­
lying solution.
Cetyl acetate was then spread on CUM quinol sulutions and it was 
found that the area at which the surface pressure first appears is very 
much greater than is obtained with benzoquinone. On inweasing the 
pressure the quinol molecules are not ejected from the monolayer and 
an eiqpanded and more ccMnpresslble film is formed. The area at sere 
ccnupression was found to be 62 sq.A, which may be accounted for by 
the cross-linking of two acetate groups by each quinol molecule.
Benzoquinone and quinol have a similar structure and vary only 
in their polar groupings. It therefore appears that the quinol 
molecules are bonded to the acetate groups by hydrogen bonding througgi 
the hydrozy-groups in the quinol molecules. This is similar to the 
mechanism suggested by Marsden and Urquhart^ for the bonding of phenol 
to cellulose acetatet-
CH3
88Recent work has suggested that the bonding may take place 
at the ether oxygen in the acetyl |px>up but from surface pressure
measurements it is not possible to say which mechanism is operative.
Quinol was found to expand ketone films (graph No. 6 ), possibly
due to the solute molecules, which have a sli^tly hisser non-polar 
attraction than etlqrlene glycol^ interacting with the non-polar portions 
of the ketone, or to the more powerful proton-donating j^er of 
phenolic than of alcoho^JLc groups© Compression of the film ejects 
the quinol molecule into the underlying solution but the film collapses 
before the quinol is completely ejected. Thus it appears that in this 
case cnly a weak interaction is taking place.
The Effect of Large Molecules on Acetate and Ketone Films.
Cetyl acetate was spread on solutions of dyes and other large 
molecules and it was found that, in all cases, expansion of the film 
occurred if polar groups were present in the molecule. Cetyl acetate 
was spread on O.CX)2M Pinacyanol and it was found that an expanded and 
more compressible film was formed, giving an area of 84 sq.A. at zero 
compression. This area and compressibility are similar to those ob­
tained by Allin^am et 6l1. for cetyl acetate spread on a similar 
cyanine dye. The expansion may be due to the cyanine dye cross- 
linking the acetate groups throu^ the two nitrogen atoms in the dye. 
These nitrogen atoms, because of resonance, are considered equally able 
to form a hydrogen bond with a proton-donor group in the monolayer. 
Alternatively it may be due to dxpole-dipole interaction at these cationic 
centres. Cetyl acetate spread on O.OIM Acid Magenta also gave an
expanded film with a molecular area of 90 aqoA (Graph No® 3).
The effect of pinacyanol on stearyl methyl ketone films is similar 
to that obtained with quinol (graph No© 5) and again it appears that 
very little interaction is taking place between the dye and the fUm©
Dissolved in the Water Phase
The behaviour of cellulose triacetate films has been studied by
127Borgia and Johnston who found that they do not completely spread 
on water, ^ he area occupied by each glucose residue was found to be 
37 sqo-v instead of 67 sq.A, which is believed to be due to the residual 
hydroxy=»groups in the triacetate binding the polymeric chains into 
nlcelles which do not spread as a monolayer when ejected on to the 
surface© When cellulose triacetate, however, was spread on urea or 
guanidine hydrochloride solutions it was found that complete spreading 
occurred^which is believed to be due to these substances acting as 
hydrogen b o M  breaking agents by preferentially combining vdth the 
residual hydroxy «^ groupa in the fibre© Thus the attractive forces 
between the polymeric chaîna are considerably reduced and this allows 
the material to spread completely as a mooojayero
The cellulose triacetate used in this work was almost completely 
acetylatedo Preliriinaiy tests carried out on distilled water and 
4o5M urea solution (graph No© 7) gave results in complete agreement 
vith those of Borgin and Johnston©
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byes and related coospounda were then used in the water phase 
(graphs Noso 7 and 8) and froa the results (Table l) it asy bo seen 
that theso substances expand the films©
TABIE I©
~ —— . . . . . . . .. ..*.W — ■ ■ , ,
Area at Zero CospreealoB
(sq<,A)o
... ........  " ----  -------
Subetrat®
r? Water
43 OolH Quinol
48 OolH 22^ Dipyridyl
60 0o0034 f in&oy&nol
Ti ;
_.._ J
OoOlM Aeid Maranta.
In all c8Bes, excô;>t acid magenta, the aree obtained is lower 
than that of the eoipletely spread material (io@o 67 sqoA© per glucose 
unit) and thus it appears that th® dissolved substanoes are inters 
acting with th© partially spread material, oaiming an expansion be- 
tweeUp a M  m t  within the micelles » The area of the film increases 
with the size of the solute molecules and thus the area obtained vith 
acid aagenta is pemsibly alsb due to the expansion of the partially 
spread material©
The Effegt of Mixing the Dya »Dl9npT9g& C^lluloae Triacetate
LTll^o
DisparsG dyes, which are unsulphonated and contain non-ionic
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polar groups, are used commercially for dyeing cellulose acetate©
Because of their very low water-solubility it wad decided to study 
their effect on triacetate films spreading mixed films from a 
mutual solvent© It was found that when 'Dispersol I® was mixed 
with cellulose triacetate (in the ratio of 2 glucose units per dye 
molecule) and spread on water the F-A curve is the same as that of 
the triacetate alone on w ter© This result is somewhat surprising, 
because the dye used is voxy substantive to cellulose acetate, and it 
should therefore be powerfully bonded to the film© The only ex­
planation which appears to fit the facts is that adsorption does take 
place, but because of the planar nature of the dye molecule it can 
fit exactly under the glucose units in the film and docs not affect 
the area of the film© The bonding is probably caused by polar and 
non-polar forms but from the other experimental work described here 
the polar forces ar>pear to be the most imrortant©
Adsorption Tents on Cellulose Triacetate Powder.
The adsorption oC substances by cellulose acetate powder was 
investigated by studying their adsorption isotherms© Phenol was 
adsorbed on oellulose acetate powder at 30®0o and $8®C© and it was
found that stmight line isotherms were obtained ( grs-ph No© 15) ©
Quinol vaa alao adsorbed on cellulose triacetate powder and it was 
also found to give an approximate straight line isotherm ( graph ho. 16 ),
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Other adsorption tests were carried out with plna<granol, acid magenta
and pyridine but in all these caeca no adsorption could be detected.
The linear Isotherms have often been considered as evidence of
"solid solution" but they may in more general terms be taken as
implying that the solute has hl^er affinity than the solvent for the 
128substrate , ioO© that the solute and not the solvent is the more 
active swelling agent© This is the reverse of the conditions in 
adsorption from water by hydrophilic substrates^e.go cellulose and 
proteins^ where the solvent is the active swelling agent and in which 
normal Langmuir isotherms are usually observedo In these systems 
the excess of solvent breaks a high proportion of Intermoleeular 
bonds between the polymer chains in the substrate, so that these are 
then attached only to water© This ensures that any solute will be 
adsorbed provided it has suf^’ieient affinity to form a complex with 
the substrate polymer in the isolated state©
In adsorption from water by hydrophobic substances in the solid 
state, on the other hand, the solvent has too low an affinity to re­
lease maiy of the polymer molecules from their inter-chain bonds in 
this way and only solutes which have a high enough affinity to do so 
will therefore be adsorbed©
In the present work it was found that pinacyanol and Acid Magenta 
expand the film but are not adsorbed by the solid© These dyes 
are h/^rophilic and becsvis® the substrate is hydrophobic they are not
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adsorbed© Those dyes also have large molecules, too large, presumably 
to penetrate the pores of the fibre without breaking the inter-chain 
bondso
Cellulose triacetate is largely hydrophobic, but it has some 
hydrophilic character, because it spreads on water as a monolayer©
The hydrophilic groups, which are responsible for spreading, must 
lie on tlie water surface when the material is spread, and thus dyes 
dissolved in the underlying liquid will have easy access to them© 
Interaction theroforo occurs, resulting in the expansion of the film©
A film Ox cellulose triacetate| when epre-^ d on water is believed to be 
an Incomplete monolayer but consists of a mixture of completely spread 
material and aggregates© Interactions with dyes appear to take place 
with the completely spread material and not with the aggregates©
These dyes, tl^refore, do not have sufficient affinity to break the 
inter^chain bonds and penetrate the aggregste© thmselves as do phenol 
or urea, but have enough affinity to penetrate the film between the 
aggregates©
ai8»olved In the Underlying Lltmld 
on Casein Filmoa
The spr^mdiug of proteins has been widely studied and it has 
found that the most reli&blG^m^î^î^Iîtê-a^eatfpîg^ is to allow the 
^roteiiL-te-spread^ on to the surfa^ from a protoin-coat
IVo
(1 ) Omit last paragraph on page $0 and roplaoe with the 
following o
Tha two method8 originally need for spreading films 
of proteins used either concentrated aqueous solutions or solid
10 omaterial© It was found by Sorter and Grendel tliat if the 
drops of the solution are small enough and of the correct 
concentration the protein spreads over the surface after a 
time to give a homogeneous layer» Solid particles of proteins
IS  »were found by Ridoal and hie collaborators to spread very
rapidly over a clean surface when a protein^coated waxed
quartz fibre was dipped into the surface of the liquid © The
amount of protein spread was determined by weighing the fibre
before and after spreading© This method is now considered to
be unreliable and proteins are generally spread from solution©
Two other methods of spreading from solution have been
18 "&devised more recently. Langmuir and Schaefer liave spread the 
protein solution on a thin metal strip nearly as long as the 
width of the trough and then dipped this atrip slowly into the 
water© The dissolved protein was easily cazried away over the 
surface as the water rose up the face of the strip. Another 
method of spreading from solution has been used by Stallberg
18S ^  .and Teorell who dissolved the protein in a 60^ aqueous 
solution of propanol containing O.ÇM sodium acetate® Spreading 
from this solution has the advantage that when applied to a 
water surface it does not penetrate the space nearly as much 
as/
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1
aa thé' pur© aqueous solution©
1® oIt has been shown by Sorter and Srendel that casein 
forms a homogeneous layer when spread from a concentrated 
aqueous solution and this method was adopted In the present 
work.
Tli« nf 9, '
Casein film:: were spread on an acetate buffer solution at jH 4o4 
and then on the oame buffer solution to which had been added 15 
of tannic acid© It was found that the tannic acid eauaed & condensation 
of the fib», which is believed to be due to hydrogen bonding between 
the hydrozy-groups in the tannic aeid and the side-ch&in groups in the 
proteiuo This causes the peptide chains to orient in such a manner 
that the side-chains are vertical to the surface instead of lying flat 
on the surface; those under the 8urfa©e are anchored to the tannic 
acid moleculeso
This explains the condensation of the film and also its increased 
rigidity; the effect has also been o»«erv©d with other proteina^^o
The introduction of a simple hydrogen bonding agent, Oogo urea, 
into the underlying solution causes no alteration in the area or 
charaoterieti©» of the film (^raph Ho» 9), which may be duo to the ur@a 
bding adsorbed under the film (of©the action of the dispersed dy@ on 
the cellules© tri&setat# film).
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FIG. 1,
VThe Effect of Azo Geranine 2G on Caae^n
[he effect of change of ^  on casein films has been studied by 
Gorter anchorendel and from the areas at zero compression on various 
buffer solutions» the 
following type of curve MDL»
was constructed (Fig.l)» AREA.
As may be seen from the 
figure the film area 
decreases with increasing 
pH to pH2o8, after which 
it increases to a maximum 
at the isoelectric point.
^X^ film area» X.
The effect of Azo Geranine 2G on casein films was studied at 
various pH values by spreading casein films on buffered OoOOlM Azo 
Geranine 2G solutions over the jÿi range lo2 - 60O0 Simultaneously 
casein mas spread on blank buffer solutions and the results obtained 
are tabulated below©
TABLE 2n
I Isoelectric; Point,
UoU
Further increase in pH causes a decrease
pH • Film Area at Zero Comnression in Difference in Area*Buffer Solutions. Buffered Azo Geranine 2G soins*
lo5 Oo50O 0.740 0*242.4 0.360 0*590 0.233.2 0*415 0*625 0.214« 4 0*505 . 0*695 0.19
5.1 06410 _ 0*580 . 0.170.6 0*265 0*375 0*11
' 93<
From these results it may be seen that in all cases the presence 
of the dye causes an expansion of the film and that the increase in 
area decreases with increasing (graph I4)* The film area in all
cases was calculated in sq* metres per milligram instead of sq*A. per 
molecule because of the uncertainty of the molecular weight of casein.
The lower curve in graph Ho. 14 may be compared with the adsorption
131of another acid azo dye. Orange II on wool * In both cases the 
adsorption is greatest at low ^  values and decreases with increase in 
pH until at pH 7*0 no adsorption is detectable. Thus from these 
preliminary tests it appears that there is some correlation between 
the adsorption of dyes by proteins in bulk and the expansion of a 
protein film by dyes©
(2) Omit Figo I and first paragraph on page $2 © Insert the 
following paragraph between the first and second paragraphs 
on page 93o
The curve obtained for casoki on buffer solutions of 
varying pH (graph No© Ik) is similar to that obtained by
oGorter and Grendel. The variation in the film area at the 
different pH values ia believed to be due to insufficient time 
being allowed for complete spreading to occur. Unfortunately, 
it was not possible in the available time to pursue experl®- 
mento to obtain complete spreading at all £H values but it is 
hoped that one of the authorcolleaguos may continue this 
worko
(2) Insert between pages 93 and %
The following surface potential measurements were made 
with the triode electrometer unit but owing to a considerable 
zero drift of the galvanometer they cannot be considered very 
reliable:®"
X The sentence ^It has been found ©. beginning on line 15 ofpage 82 should have the reference ROo 108 added
29o5 1)20 4.2)
25 A 1280 4.71
21o5 1206 54k5
17.6 11)2 619
Large fluctuations in the surface potential were 
observed until the molecular area of the film reached If0 o6 A , 
which corresponds to the area at which the surface pressure 
first appears © Thus until the surface between the two 
barriers is completely covered by the film no steady value 
for the surface potential is obtainable©
Ill
Surface Poteatlala of Casein on an Acetate Buffer Solution (pH 1 ,5 )
W'- Film Area Potential a v "
z ■ (a /mg,) (m.v,) ( m , V o )
0,709 620 220
li: 0,656 590 250
0,595 570 ■ 270
0,539 556 290
0,4.87 540 300
1-'. -* 0,4.29 515 m 325
V 0,372 503 332
Again large fluctuations were obaeryad until a film 
8area of OoJO^  m. /mg© was reached, but even then considerable 
zero drift of the galvanometer made precis© measurements 
impossibleb
The double tetrode electrometer was then built to 
eliminate zero drift and also to give a more stable circuit© 
Unfortunately» this instrument was not completed in time to 
investigate the effect of adsorbed molecules upon the surface 
potentials of acotate and protein filma ©
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CONCLUSIONS.
The effect of various solutes on monolayers of cetyl acetate 
(a model for cellulose triacetate) and methyl- and etl^lstearyl ketones 
shows that only cetyl acetate films are greatly affected by many solutes. 
Those which affect the films are either large-sized dye molecules or 
smaller bifunctional molecules* In all these cases, expansion ofthe 
film occurs, probably due to the solute molecules being bonded to the 
film molecules* The dyes are possibly bonded by polar and non-polar 
forces whereas the smaller bifunctional molecules are bonded mainly 
by polar forces, forming cross-links*
A powerful hydrogen bonding agent, e«g* urea, can break the
inter-chain bonds of floating micelles of cellulose triacetate and so
allow it to spread completely, which it does not do on distilled water* 
sK ^ elutes which expand cetyl acetate films do not break the bonds in 
the micelles themselves but simply expand the material between the 
micelles •
The dyes used are not adsorbed by the solid cellulose triacetate 
probably because the small pore size of the solid and its hydrophobic 
character prevent penetration* When spread as a film, however, the 
hindrance of the small pores of the material is eliminated and the 
active groups are all exposed at the film-water interface* Thus 
the dyes have easy access to these groups and have sufficient affinity
95<
to form a complex with the spread material and penetrate the film*
They still do not penetrate the micelles which are mixed with the 
film*
The attachment of disperse dyes to cellulose triacetate appears 
to be due to both polar and non-polar forces because a dye of this 
type, which is readily adsorbed by the cellulose acetate in the solid, 
when mixed with cellulose triacetate and spread as a mixed film gave 
no increase in film area* It is suggested that this dye fits 
exactly to the underside of the polymeric chains perhaps by Van 
der Waals' forces and polar forces*
Acid dyes in acid solution expand casein films* With increase 
in jgH the expansion decreases and at jqH 7*0 approaches zero* This 
behaviour resembles the bulk adsorption of acid dyés by wool; the 
effect of is similar in both cases*
36.
Hot® OU TOf of mo leculaii modela^
The approxiinate dimensions of the moleoules were 
estimated by use of Stuart"type models (Catalin Ltd.)." It appears 
from a study of these models that the aromatic portions of all 
the azo dye molecules are planar*, and the theoretical values 
quoted", which are given to the nearest 5A’, represent the smallest 
rectangle enclosing the projection of the model', no alloweuioe being 
made for solvated v/ater molecules around the sulphonate groups.
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